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Introduction
The Myanmar government has committed itself to the vision of “a peaceful, prosperous and
democratic country” (Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2018). This vision has many aspects. The first
is peace, which requires an end to the civil war. Yet, peace will only be sustainable, if the people living
in all Regions and States of the country have reasons to expect that they can participate in the
developing prosperity of the country and that they are confident that their needs and preferences will
be respected and fulfilled. Many steps are still necessary on this path. However, bringing the peace
process to a successful political end will depend on sharing prosperity fairly across all parts of the
country and on institutions that support balanced economic development.
This Report suggests that the creation of a new type of regional development banks could support
balanced growth and sustainable development in Myanmar and thereby lay the foundations for lasting
peace. We argue that today’s concentration in the banking system on a few large private and state
banks will lead to a single-pole development where Yangon will emerge as the ever more dominating
economic centre, while the periphery will bleed out of resources. This kind of development would
perpetuate social and economic tensions with regional minorities. To show that another development
model is possible, we refer to the German Three-Pillar banking system, which had been a key in the
country’s economic post-WWII transition from Nazi-dictatorship to a modern social market economy.
It combines private commercial with public savings and cooperative banks. The German model is not
directly transferable to Myanmar, but it shows how different types of banks can contribute to more
balanced growth. We study the feasibility of a new type of regional development banks that would
help to integrate peripheral economic region in Myanmar and support national unity. We will sketch
out a possible structure for a Regional Development Bank and propose a pilot project for the Kachin
State.
The report will first discuss economic growth in Myanmar (I) and how growth is related to finance (II).
We will then review lessons from the failure of banking in the past (III). This is followed by an analysis
of Myanmar’s present day financial system with banks and non-bank financial institutions (IV). We
then turn to the idea of creating a Kachin State Development Bank as a pilot project (V) and conclude.
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Myanmar’s recent economic growth

The prosperity of nations consists of the total output generated by all economic agents. The purpose
of economic development is to increase this output (measured by GDP – gross domestic product) by
the more productive use of all resources. Myanmar has implemented many economic reforms that
have increased economic growth over the recent decade (see Figure 1), although the annual per capita
GDP of $1,275 (current US$) in 2015 is still one of the lowest in the ASEAN region. The IMF estimates
that the rate of potential GDP growth is 7.4%. This is higher than the present rate, so that there is
room for improvement. No doubt, economic sanctions and reduced FDI have recently damaged the
country’s performance again. Yet, an important untapped potential for economic development lies in
Myanmar’s peripheral Regions and States that have been devastated by civil war.1 Accelerating
economic growth in these regions could compensate the loss of FDI, at least partially. Many of these
territories are rich in resources and nearly a third of the country’s population live there. However,
mobilizing this untapped potential requires policies and institutions that foster growth in the
periphery.
Figure 1.
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1

Myanmar’s constitution assigns the status of “State” to the periphery and “Region” to the core. According to
estimates for 2019, the country’s population is 54.101 million of which 15.976 million live in States.
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The good news from the recent growth performance is that national poverty rates have declined
steadily.2 Yet, income, poverty and economic wealth are unequally distributed in the country, not only
across social classes, but also across regions. The inequality in economic realities, and the related
perception of unequal access to economic opportunities, is one of the main drivers behind the ethnic
tensions, which have paralysed political and economic progress for decades. The key for creating a
democratic and prosperous Myanmar lies, therefore, in fostering and sustaining economic growth not
only in the large urban centres of Central Myanmar, but also in the war-torn periphery of the country.
In fact, because of the large variety of ethnic groups in the country, this is more important in Myanmar
than in other developing countries with more homogenous populations.
An important aspect of mobilizing resources for balanced development is financial inclusion, which
gives access to safe and affordable financial products and services for all individuals and businesses.
The Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan (2018-2030) clearly points to the objective of achieving
“balanced economic growth across the States and the Regions” and the requirement of “achieving
financial stability through a finance system that can support the sustainable long-term development
of households, farmers and businesses” (Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2018, 6). Financial
inclusion also features prominently in the UN’s 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), where it
is a target in eight of the seventeen goals. Hence, given that most people in Myanmar live at very lowincome levels close to poverty, the objective must be to provide access to financial services for
farmers, micro, small and medium enterprises, traders, livestock breeders and other rural and urban
populations (Ferguson 2013). The United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) Roadmap to
financial inclusion,3 which has the support of the Myanmar government, has outlined a five pillars
strategy to increase financial inclusion:
(i) Increased access to finance for the low-income segment;
(ii) Increased access to finance for SMEs and emerging farmers;
(iii) Savings mobilisation across all segments;
(iv) Exploiting the potential of digital financial services (DFS);
(v) Ensuring that customers are protected and educated about financial services, and gender
balance.
We will present in this report a proposal for the creation of regional development banks that would
substantially contribute to the realization of these goals.
Microeconomic policy measures stand in a broader macroeconomic context. Financial stability is a
necessary pre-requirement for sustained economic development. Under the NLD government, fiscal
policy has contributed to the stabilization of the macro economy by reducing the budget deficit and
its monetary financing. When the government pursues sound macro-economic policies, the private
sector and particularly banks can make a major contribution to investment and economic growth.
During the transformation of Myanmar’s economy over the last decade, banks have already played an
important role. Yet, the country’s historic experience with money, banks and finance has been
troubled, as a continuum of crises from the earliest days of colonial Burma to modern Myanmar
proves. One must hope that the lessons learned from the 2003 banking crisis have finally given rise to
modern practices of banking and financial supervision that will provide the stability required for
2

(World Bank 2019, 6) argues that the national poverty rate has come down from 48.2 percent in 2004 to 32.1
percent in 2015. The data quoted in Figure 3 are based on (UNDP June 2011). They give a broader assessment
of poverty criteria than the World Bank’s Poverty headcount ratio at $1.90 a day (2011 PPP), which claims that
only 6.5% of the population were (extremely) poor in 2015. See (Collignon 2018).
3
UNCDF Making Access Possible (MAP) Myanmar Financial Inclusion Roadmap 2019–2023 May 12, 2020
https://www.uncdf.org/article/5612/myanmar-financial-inclusion-roadmap-20192023
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sustainable development. However, the banking system remains highly concentrated and this does
not support balanced economic growth. Private banks keep pumping money into the fast-growing
market in the urban centres Yangon and Mandalay, especially in real estate, while the peripheral
States of the Union are left behind. This calls for an institutional reform that would allow more
balanced sustainable development. Banks must be part of such reforms.

One polar development as a model for Myanmar?
Economic growth in Myanmar has not reached all parts of the country equally. The urban centres
Yangon, Mandalay, Naypyidaw and some areas near the Chinese and Thai border have witnessed rapid
development, while other parts of the country are left behind. This is not unusual in countries with
rapid growth. In China’s transformation, the coastal regions were leaders; Bangkok, Seoul or Paris are
examples of metropoles where nearly a quarter of the country’s population live and Yangon is not far
from it. We call this kind of metropolitan development, which is financed by the highly concentrated
banking system, a one-polar development strategy.
The sub-optimality of regional imbalances is a topic for never-ending debates, especially in countries
with a large single development centres. However, China, Thailand or Korea could integrate large
movements of rural labour migration into the urban centres, because the migrants had similar cultural
backgrounds and aspirations. It is unlikely that this would work in Myanmar. Most ethnic groups are
strongly attached to their homes, traditions and identities and they would have to give them up and
live in less dignifying conditions if they had to move to the large metropolitan cities. It would be easier
if the country embarked right from the start on a more balanced growth strategy between geographic
regions and the banking system must be adapted to this task.
Economists from Adam Smith to Nobel Prize winner Paul Krugman have analysed forms of one-polar
development. They noticed that special proximity and geographic agglomeration often support
economic growth, although recent studies have shown that the relation is not linear. Urban
concentration can generate faster growth not only in the centre, but also for the country as a whole,
because geographic proximity reduces costs and generates economies of scale, which raise
productivity and foster competitiveness. If this effect is strong, it will pull up the average growth rate
of the country.
However, with higher population density the growth effects from agglomeration disappear and may
even become negative as the costs of overcrowding and overtaxed infrastructure reduce productivity
again (Brülhart and Sbergami 2009). Development, therefore, becomes often unbalanced with large
urban centres that are difficult to administer and creating many unwarranted social problems.
Yangon’s traffic jams and air pollution, which increases the cost of public health, are proof of this
dilemma. In more developed countries, the diminishing returns from high population concentration
are usually kept at bay by high public investment which improves urban infrastructure, but in
Myanmar the low fiscal capacity of the government constrains such investment (Collignon 2018).
Given the very unequal distribution of regional income and poverty in Myanmar, sustainable
development would require that the economic periphery will catch up with the metropolitan centres.
The dynamics of unbalanced growth are reflected in the indicators for economic living standards and
poverty, but interestingly they also show up in the data for bank loans and deposits published by the
Myanmar Central Bank (see below). This calls for a review of prevailing banking practices.
A one-polar development strategy is not the only option for economic progress. Economic
convergence to a national standard would require that the poorest regions grow at a faster rate than
the average. Kudo and Kumagi (2012) have argued that the best strategy for Myanmar would be “a
two-polar strategy with enhanced connectivity”. By this, they mean fast development for Yangon and
6
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Mandalay and simultaneously strengthening the connectivity of the border regions with China and
Thailand, especially in Kachin and Northern Shan States. However, such strategy would only work if
local enterprises of small and medium size were able to weave a close network of commercial relations
inside their regions, with local supply chains developing crossborder trade, and a qualified labour force
that gets stabilized by attractive wages – and if efficient transport and communication systems
connect the border regions with the centre. Such a decentralized structure of economic development
is particularly recommendable for Myanmar because of the large variety of local ethnic traditions,
geographic diversities and the long-lasting civil conflicts. However, decentralized economic
development must be supported by a decentralized banking system. By contrast, the one-pole
development with a highly concentrated banking system would acerbate tensions between the city
and the countryside, while connectivity with neighbouring countries and cross-border exports would
suffer. Such development would prevent the development of small and medium sized enterprises and
the emergence of a vibrant middle class.

Regional disparities in Myanmar
What evidence do we have for unbalanced economic growth in Myanmar? Ideally, one would measure
economic heterogeneity by looking at the regional data for GDP per capita. Unfortunately, to our
knowledge such data are not available. However, the team at the Institute of Developing Economies
of Japan External Trade Organization (IDE-Jetro) has produced some estimates based on the strength
and distribution of night time lightening. Figure 2 shows the regional variance of GDP from the national
average.4 The three core regions Yangon, Mandalay (with Pyin Oo Lwin) and Naypyidaw are more than
two times richer than the national average. In addition to that, some districts at the national border
with Thailand (Tachileik and Myawaddy) and with China (Laukkaing, Muse and some districts in Kachin
State) have a higher per capita GDP than the national average, while no such effect is observed for
districts at the national border with India and Bangladesh. The relatively high use of light in some parts
of Kachin State may be at least partially explained by heavy equipment in mining.
That the most prosperous growth centres are the urban areas, especially Yangon and Mandalay, is
also reflected in poverty ratios. Only 15% of the urban population are poor in these two cities,
compared to the national average of 25%. Poverty is concentrated in the rural areas, where 70% of
the population live, of which 29.2% are poor. However, in some States and Regions the levels of
poverty are far higher. See Figure 3. Hence, Myanmar stands at an early stage of one-polar
development, although given its low starting levels development it is not too late to change strategy.
The question is: how?

4

Measured as the deviation from national average per capita income. See (Kudo and Kumagai 2012),
(Kumagai, Souknilanh and Kudo 2012)
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Figure 2. Variations of Estimated GDP Per Capita by District (2009)

Figure 3.
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The nexus between economic growth and financial development

The economic literature about the role of finance in economic development abounds, and there is
clear evidence that financial development is a good predictor of future rates of growth.5 It is now
widely recognized that money and banks can make the difference between successful emerging
markets and stagnating underdevelopment. The mechanisms through which financial institutions
influence economic development are multiple: they allow the efficient transfer of funds between
borrowers and lenders; they help to mobilise and channel savings efficiently to investments; they
improve the monitoring of borrowing and the corporate governance of firms. More generally, they
may improve opportunities across generations and close gender gaps by flattening the income
distribution. At the macroeconomic level, the deepening of the financial sector has had a positive
impact on economic growth and stability, especially in developing countries. Studies have also linked
financial access with a reduction in rural poverty and increases in income levels. At the microeconomic
level, access to financial services is positively associated with increased consumption, well-being, and
business activities.6 Extending the monetary economy is, therefore, a prerequisite for economic
development and the World Bank has rightly made the promotion of financial inclusion – access to
and use of formal financial services – a key priority.
The wealth of nations increases when people are free to choose how to use their resources most
productively. Resources, whether natural or artificial, whether skills or money, are means to produce
wealth but they are not real wealth. The people working together and using these resources in the
production process produce real wealth. That process includes agricultural households and very small
businesses as well as large companies. Hence, the purpose of economic policies must be to generate
a framework in which private individuals, firms and companies invest and develop the capacity of
producing goods and services efficiently, and where small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) exist
side by side with large domestic and foreign companies. Allocating resources to the production of
wealth is investment. Finance provides access to money with which resources are bought. Without
money, there is no investment and productivity will remain low. Thus, the financial system is one of
the most important factors for economic development. Only if people have easy access to financial
services will they be able to invest and create greater wealth.
Traditionally, economists considered money and finance to be neutral handmaidens for the
development. They claimed that finance was simply a by-product from economic growth. “Where
enterprise leads, finance follows”, was the motto (Robinson 1952, 86). This view no longer stands up
to scrutiny. The old view was that savings were necessary for financing investment. Modern monetary
theory argues, “Loans make deposits”.7 Of course, the choice between spending income on
consumption and saving it to invest for the future is important. Banks and other financial institutions
like cooperatives and microfinance institutions, can help to turn household savings into investment,
but only banks have the capacity to generate new loans that will expand investment and income.
Because the modern view is “where finance leads, enterprise follows”, modern economic theory no
longer argues that people must first save and put their money in the bank before banks can lend it to
investors. This is shown in Table 1, where the Central Bank provides liquidity to the banking system by
making loans to commercial banks. These banks keep part of the central bank money as reserves, and
then lend money to their clients in the private sector. The central bank therefore controls the money
supply by the conditions (interest rates) at which commercial banks can obtain liquidity, but the

5

For good surveys see (Levine 1997) and (Murinde 2012).
See (Tambunlertchai 2018), who gives the relevant references to the literature.
7
See our discussion below page 14.
6
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provision of liquidity is key to the functioning of the system. However, non-banking financial
institutions do not have access to central bank money; they depend on commercial banks’ willingness
to lend money to them (or on the government circumventing the credit market). We shall see below
that this is a handicap for credit cooperatives and MFIs in Myanmar.

Table 1. The interconnected balance sheets of the financial and real sector
Central bank
assets
liabilities
Foreign exchange reserves
loans to banks
commercial bank reserves

assets
CB reserves
loans to clients

Commercial banks
liabilities
deposits from clients

Firms, households, and non-bankingsector
assets
liabilities
Bank deposits
Debt

Discussions about economic development often forget that enterprises, not governments, produce
wealth. Of course, the legal and institutional framework and the provision of public goods are
important factors in a country’s economic performance. “Bad” governments and policies block
economic growth and prevent the improvement of living conditions - no one knows this better than
the people of Myanmar do. Good governments create an environment in which the work, creativity
and ingenuity of all people blossom. Improving financial inclusion is part of good government. Yet in
the end, it is people, firms, and enterprises, who create the wealth of the nation.
However, bad government can also ruin the financial system. A World Bank Research Paper has
pointed out that poorly performing systems can “hinder economic growth, curtail economic
opportunities, and destabilize economies. For example, if financial systems simply collect funds
with one hand, and pass them along to cronies, the wealthy, and the politically-connected with
the other hand, this slows economic growth and prohibits many potential entrepreneurs from
even attempting to realize their economic dreams. And, if financial institutions fail to exert sound
corporate governance over the firms that they fund, this makes it easier for managers to pursue
projects that benefit themselves rather than the firm and the overall economy. ” (Čihák, et al.
2012). The one-polar development is often correlated with political and economic cronyism.
Recent research has shown that the size of the financial sector is not always growth-improving. In
advanced economies, a large financial sector (above 100 percent of GDP) may compete for resources
with other sectors (especially skilled labour) and that can lower the aggregate economic growth rate
(Cecchetti and Kharroubi 2012). However, Myanmar is so far from this condition (see below), that we
may safely disregard the upper ceiling at present time.
The impact of finance on poverty is ambivalent. Depending on who has access to finance, the system
may increase or reduce the gap between rich and poor. By making loans, banks can influence who can
start a business and who cannot, who can pay for education and who cannot, and most generally, who
10
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can realise his or her dreams and aspirations and who cannot (Čihák, et al. 2012, 5-6). For this reason,
competition between banks is crucial, for when one bank refuses to lend to a firm, another bank may
become an alternative source. The World Bank (2014, 97) found evidence suggesting “competition
can have a large impact on the frontier lending of banks”. Highly concentrated, i.e. oligopolistic,
banking structures would prevent such diversity. They foster cronyism and channel funds into the fastgrowing urban centre instead of helping the development of balanced living conditions. Thus,
expanding financial inclusion, i.e. the access to financial services in the periphery, will reduce
economic inequalities and foster economic growth.
Thus, even if it is clear that financial systems can contribute to higher growth and better living
standards, its role is ambiguous. What matters is a careful design of the functions specific institutions
need to fulfil in the broader context of the financial system and its stability.

The financial system
The financial system consists of a set of institutions, such as banks, insurance companies, and stock
exchanges that permit the exchange of funds, and set up rules and regulations that structure economic
behaviour. Banks generate funds and together with non-bank financial institutions, they allocate them
to productive investment, exert corporate control, monitor managers, and facilitate risk management.
Financial systems thereby mobilize savings and loans and channel them into their most productive
use. This financial intermediation increases financial inclusion by reducing the cost of doing business
and so improves investment opportunities. The stock exchange, formal bond markets, and the foreign
exchange market are fulfilling functions of financial intermediation. The Myanmar banking law8 has
also demarcated banks from Non‐Bank Financial Institutions. These comprehend Finance companies,
Insurance and other financial service providers, but there are also so-called Scheduled Institutions,
which are not established under the finance law, but provide financial services for a specific group or
a community. They include financial cooperatives and Microfinance Institutions (MFI).
However, the most important pillar in the financial system are banks. They make loans, receive
deposits, and provide financial services, such as wealth management, currency exchange, and safe
deposit boxes. Although State-owned banks are still an important factor, the system is dominated by
private banks. In June 2019, the assets of State-owned banks represented 29.2% of the total assets of
the whole banking system, private banks 59.8% and foreign banks 11%. The Central Bank of Myanmar9
also publishes statistics for Microfinance Institutions under its supervision that show that loans by
MFIs represented the equivalent of 6.7% of the total banking sector’s loans to non-financial
institutions in September 2019. However, MFI’s outstanding deposits amounted only to 0.6% of bank
deposits by the non-financial sector. The sectoral distribution of the banking sector’s balance sheet is
apparent in Figure 4.

8

Financial Institutions Law, (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Law No. 20, 2016), 1st Waning of Pyatho 1377 ME (January
25, 2016)
9
See CBM, Quarterly Financial Statistics Bulletin 2019, Volume II; Yangon, January 2020
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Figure 4.

Bank-based versus market-based systems
Economists have distinguished bank-based from market based financial systems. In bank-based
systems, banks provide loans to clients and firms that they monitor closely. Their function is to reduce
the risk of defaulting debtors and to improve the efficient allocation of resources. Because they usually
operate in the same location as the borrower, banks are close to their clients and know the economic
environment so that the risk of default is lower. In market-based systems, credit is securitized. This
means banks issue securities (bonds and shares, etc.) on behalf of their clients that are traded in
formal financial markets. They are more anonymous and therefore harder to monitor, although they
generate economies of scale, which can reduce the cost of finance. Which system is better for
development? The bulk of existing research suggests that countries with well-functioning banks and
markets grow faster, but the degree to which a country is bank-based or market-based does not
matter much (Levine 2005, 868). However, financial markets do not emerge before the banking
system is well established. Because Myanmar stands at an early stage of its economic transition and
financial markets are in an embryonic state, the banking system remains the key to its economic
development and we will not deal here with the issue of developing markets for financial securities.
Within the banking system itself, we may distinguish between the ownership structures of banks. Are
these institutions private or government-owned like commercial banks, or are they member-owned
like cooperatives? Cooperatives are de facto in private ownership, but while members (usually)
provide capital, control in not based on share ownership, but it is executed through the principle of
one-member-one-vote. However, in general, ownership structures are important in case a financial
institution becomes insolvent, because owners will bear most of the cost of bankruptcy. This raises
questions of efficient and responsible governance: If banks are government-owned, at which level is
12
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the government involved – is it the central Union government, local Region and States, or municipal
authorities? The same question applies to the level where banks make decisions: at the central head
office or at the decentralised level of branches which are closest to the clients.
Centralized private banks often combine broad client services with investment banking and specialize
on the funding of large public companies. Because they are large, they can generate economies of
scale, but that makes them also more remote from small and medium sized enterprises, where the
amounts of credit per client are small and the cost of administration are high. By contrast,
decentralized regional banks are close to their borrowers. This proximity enhances the flow of
information and the monitoring of debtors. Local banks therefore provide SMEs with better access to
finance.10
Cooperatives are the classical model for member-owned financial institutions. An alternative, more
recent model are microfinance institutions. Both are Non-Bank Financial Institutions under the
Myanmar law. A cooperative is an autonomous association of persons, united voluntarily to meet their
common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and
democratically-controlled enterprise. Each member of the cooperative has one vote in collective
decision-making. Cooperatives are based on the values of self-help, self-responsibility, democracy,
equality, equity and solidarity. In the tradition of their founders, cooperative members believe in the
ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others. Membership is open
to all interested people, but most cooperatives are owned by members with low incomes. While
cooperative members may own less wealth that they could use as collateral (which limits their ability
to borrow), they can build on mutual trust within the community. Members subscribe to the
cooperative’s capital, for which they receive limited compensation, although they receive full interest
on their savings deposits. The operating surplus realised by the cooperative’s operations is allocated
either to reserves or to other activities of the membership. Cooperatives may enter into relations with
other organisations (banks and the government) on the condition of approval by their members.
Because every member will be negatively affected if one of them behaves recklessly, neighbours or
colleagues will closely monitor the borrowers. However, there is a problem. Peer monitoring transfers
risks from banks to the members of cooperatives, but banks are in a better position to bear risks than
the poor are (Stiglitz 1990). Hence, the surveillance of borrowers from cooperatives should be even
stricter than that of banks. However, when the number of members is large, cooperative surveillance
will be weaker because individuals may be tempted to free-ride on others (Olson 1971). This explains
why cooperatives are often missing financial discipline. In colonial Burma, the cooperative movement
did not impose strict constraints on borrowing members and this undermined trust in the cooperative
banks.
Peer monitoring has been more successful for microfinance institutions. Microfinance refers to smallscale financial services, primarily credit and savings, although the institutions granting such services
can be quite large in terms of total assets. The purpose if MFIs is to supply financial services in small
amounts to people who might otherwise have no access to them or only on very unfavourable terms.
Initially these institutions used saving deposits for making loans. This limited their scope significantly.
Later, governments, NGOs, private institutions and even commercial banks started to provide funds
10

Distance matters for lending decisions as banks face difficulties in transmitting information across
hierarchical or geographical distances, because information cannot be directly verified by anyone other than
the agent who produces it (this is called the problem of asymmetric information). See (Flögel and Gärtner
2018)
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for microfinance institutions, often at favourable conditions. Over the last 30 years, microfinance
institutions have developed all over the world. Some of them have been highly successful (most
famously Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank). In Myanmar, microfinance institutions have grown with the
support of international NGOs, which have increased their lending capacities. They aim at greater
financial inclusion, but as we shall see their impact on economic growth remains modest.
To grant loans, private banks must, by law, obtain collateral as security for the cases of default. This
makes access to credit difficult for small businesses and the poor and economic growth will be biased
in favour of high-income groups and regions. By contrast, Microfinance institutions (MFI) can provide
small business loans in the order of 60 – 250 USD to households, often with the only backing of the
local community. In fact, peer monitoring works best in small borrowing communities where every
member knows everyone else. For example, in the famous Grameen Bank in Bangladesh a group of
borrowers was limited to five members (mainly women).11
The role of banks and the central bank
Economic growth depends on saving and investment. Investment covers spending on a wide range of
means for production: infrastructure, education, skills, as much as machines, agricultural inputs,
vehicles for transport, etc. Economic textbooks argue that savings finance investment, which is true
for the economy as a whole. However, the total amount of savings available depends on the aggregate
income in the economy. Income, in turn, is created by investment. Banks contribute to the creation of
wealth by financing this investment. They make loans to firms with the best prospects (and not to
those with the strongest political connections). These firms create higher income, some of which will
be kept in banks and non-bank financial institutions as savings. By the allocation of society’s saving to
the most productive investment, the financial system raises aggregate income and therefore savings.
Hence, loans that finance investment will make it possible for people to save more.
A loan is a credit that banks put into the deposit accounts of borrowers, who will then use it to make
payments. However, ultimately banks get cash from the central bank. The central bank is the bank of
banks, and this implies that it must supervise and regulate commercial banks. In Myanmar, all banks
are, therefore, licenced by the central bank. Every bank has an account with the central bank, which
acts as the lender of last resort. This implies that banks have direct access to the central bank’s high
powered money (i.e. cash). When one looks at the process of money creation in the economy as a
whole, the modern view is that “loans make deposits” and not the other way round (McLeay, Michael;
Amar, Radia; Ryland, Thomas 2014). The central bank controls the supply of money by imposing
minimum reserves and setting interest rates.
This leads us to the important systemic difference between banks and non-bank financial
institutions:12 banks make loans, which create deposit money. Non-banking financial institutions need
deposit money before they can make loans. Hence, banks expand the supply of money in the monetary
economy; non-banking financial institutions redistribute the given amount of money in the monetary
economy. This implies that non-banking financial institutions are dependent on banks that create
money. This important feature distinguishes banks from financial cooperatives and microfinance
institutions: all banks have an account with the central bank, but non-bank financial institutions do

11

In Myanmar, the active role of women in microfinance is twice as frequent as that of men. See Cooperative
Development Foundation of Canada, Myanmar: Financial Inclusion Expansion thru Cooperatives (MyFinance),
July 31, 2019
12
The difference is reflected in the Myanmar Financial Institution Law, where non-banking financial
institutions include cooperative credit unions and microfinance institutions.
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not have direct access to central bank liquidity. 13 They need to go through banks to get the cash they
need.
Financial weaknesses
While money and finance can foster economic development, financial crises can also cause severe
damage to growth. In this context, the distinction between liquidity and solvency is important.
Liquidity means having the cash to make payments; solvency means having more assets than liabilities.
A firm is solvent if it owns enough wealth to settle all debts; it is liquid if it has enough cash to pay
what is due. When an individual bank or firm is short of liquidity, it must borrow the cash, but it can
only do so when it is solvent. When a firm is insolvent, it must be liquidated (the assets must be sold)
and the shareholders bear the loss. By contrast, when the financial system as a whole is running into
shortages of liquidity (because the central bank does not exist as in colonial times, or in extreme cases
because of demonetization like under Ne Win, or because the central bank is extremely tight with
money as in 2003) a financial crisis will occur. In this case, banks cannot provide the cash their clients
need. This will force banks to sell some of their assets at discounted prices, resulting in large losses
that can cause bank insolvencies. Bagehot (2009 [1873]) has therefore explained a long time ago that
a central bank must lend short term liquidity in unlimited amounts to banks, although in the medium
and long term this supply of money must remain compatible with price stability. This is the lender of
last resort function of the central bank.
Ensuring that banks dispose over sufficient liquidity is one thing, but ensuring their solvency is another.
When a bank’s clients default on their debt, these non-performing loans (NPL) reduce the bank’s
assets and therefore threaten their solvency. Hence, making loans, i.e. giving credit, requires that
banks must carefully assess the creditworthiness of potential clients. The closer a bank and its
management is to its clients, the easier it is to monitor that they use credit in an efficient and
responsible manner.14 Banks that do not fulfil this function correctly will accumulate non-performing
loans (NPL), become insolvent and go bankrupt. In an efficient market logic, such banks will be
squeezed out by competition, but in reality one often observes that illicit collaboration and the corrupt
practices between competitors prevent competition.
Another problem is the cost-effectiveness of commercial banks. The cost of administrating small
deposits or providing small loans are not profitable enough for commercial banks, which must yield a
high return for their shareholders. These banks will therefore restrict lending to small borrowers.
Small-scale borrowers then have to go to informal finance sources, friends and families,
moneylenders, pawnbrokers, etc. Access to these sources of finance is less unreliable and more
expensive and unsuitable for larger investment projects. If a small number of large banks dominates
the banking system, the concentration will create a bias in favour of fast growing urban areas, but at
the same time it will increase the systemic risk of financial crises because one large default can bring
down the whole bank. By contrast, a more decentralised banking system diversifies the default risks
and therefore enhances the stability of long-term growth, provided it is properly supervised. A small
single bank that goes bankrupt can be liquidated without generating huge losses for other banks
(including the central bank), but when a large bank goes bankrupt, it will pull others into default and
13

In Myanmar, the distinction between banks and financial cooperatives is perfectly clear by Law. In other
countries, including Germany, financial cooperatives may have the formal status of banks with access to
central bank high-powered money.
14
(Flögel and Gärtner 2018) argue that the high centralization of the UK banking system explains why in the
eight years after the Global Financial crisis credit by banks to non-financial industries declined by -35%, while
the more decentralised German system with the important role for regional savings and cooperative banks did
not cut credit so drastically.
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this can threaten the whole financial system. The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 is the perfect
example. A banking system with many regional banks has therefore a structural advantage.
By contrast, the extreme concentration of the Mono-bank system during General Ne Win’s rule in
Myanmar prevented the development of small and medium sized enterprises. The nationalized bank’s
role was to provide funds to the public sector, including State-owned Economic Enterprises (SEE), but
not to support small businesses. After 1988, the financial system was reformed and private banks were
re-admitted. However, the banking sector remains highly concentrated and makes only a weak
contribution to economic activity (Kubo, Fukui and Mieno 2009). The small number of commercial
banks that dominates the financial system in Myanmar today is not optimal. Germany’s decentralized
systems of small local banks presents an interesting alternative model

Balanced growth and banks: the German model
Germany has developed a model of well-balanced economic growth. There are no dominant urban
centres in Germany, but many regional industrial areas and living conditions are fairly comparable
across the country. No doubt, the federal structure of the state has contributed to this outcome. The
system of fiscal transfers supports the constitutional principle of ensuring equivalent living conditions
throughout the federal territory.15
Yet, government spending is only one part of the German story. The other and probably more
important part is the fact that in Germany economic power is decentralized. The country’s industrial
capacity depends to a large degree on Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), called the
Mittelstand. These companies are fairly equally distributed across regions.16 The diversity of about 3.6
million SMEs, employing the majority of the country’s workforce and enjoying robust growth and loyal
staff, has helped Germany to rebuild after the destruction of World War II and to overcome many
global economic storms. This economic and social structure is the foundation of Germany’s economic
strength. It was fostered by the German financial system.
A decentralised banking system
The decentralised nature of the German banking system appears clearly in comparison with other
European countries. Figure 5 shows the substantial differences in the spatial allocation of bank head
15

The German constitution stipulates in Article 70 [Division of powers between the Federation and the Länder
(states)]: “(1) The Länder shall have the right to legislate insofar as this Basic Law does not confer legislative
power on the Federation. (2) The division of authority between the Federation and the Länder shall be
governed by the provisions of this Basic Law concerning exclusive and concurrent legislative powers.” And
Article 72 [Concurrent legislative powers] says: “(1) On matters within the concurrent legislative power, the
Länder shall have power to legislate so long as and to the extent that the Federation has not exercised its
legislative power by enacting a law. (2) The Federation shall have the right to legislate on matters falling within
clauses 4, 7, 11, 13, 15, 19a, 20, 22, 25 and 26 of paragraph (1) of Article 74, if and to the extent that the
establishment of equivalent living conditions throughout the federal territory or the maintenance of legal or
economic unity renders federal regulation necessary in the national interest.” See https://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/englisch_gg/englisch_gg.html#p0367. For a more detailed explanation of fiscal redistribution in
Germany, see Stefan Collignon, Public Finance for a Genuine Federal Democratic Union. An Introduction into
Public Spending and Taxation Issues for Myanmar. http://www.stefancollignon.de/PDF/kas_Public-FinanceFor-a-Genuine-Federal-Democratic-Union-2018-Burmese-version.pdf
16
Germany is a federal republic with 16 states, three of which are City States (Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen). The
national average is 4,133 SMEs per 100,000 citizens and the deviation is 13.5 %. This means that for 95% of the
country, the number for SMEs per 100,000 citizens lies in the range of 5.6 and 4.7 (data calculated from
Institut für Mittelstandsforschung, https://www.ifm-bonn.org).
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offices in the European Union. The German banking system in 2015 was made up of 1,737 banks,
which include 288 private banks, 422 publicly owned banks (primarily at the municipal savings bank
level), and 1,027 member-owned cooperative credit unions. This is more than in any other European
country and Germany has frequently been criticized as being “overbanked”. Nevertheless, the large
banking sector is a reflection of the deep tissue of small and medium-sized enterprises. See Figure 6.
Germany has 2.25 banks per 100,000 inhabitants, the UK only 0.56. Clearly, the proximity of banks to
their customers is high in Germany and if geographic proximity matters, this must have contributed
to the country’s economic success. In Myanmar we find a ratio of 0.8 banks per 100,000 inhabitants if
we include the 14 foreign bank branches with the 4 state-owned and the 27 private domestic bands.
The specialty of the German banking system is the “Three Pillars” system of private, public, and
cooperative banks. These banks are distinguished by their ownership structure and business
orientation.
Figure 5. Distribution of bank head offices in Europe

Source: (Flögel and Gärtner 2018)
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Figure 6.

The Three Pillar System
Germany’s Three Pillar system divides the banking system by ownership. The first tier, private banks,
looks familiar to commercial banks anywhere else in the world. These banks are privately owned and
focus on business clients, especially large corporations, and financial market activities. The largest and
best known private banks are Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank.
The second tier, Savings banks are called Sparkassen in German-speaking countries (Germany, Austria,
Switzerland). Shareholders of the savings banks are usually single cities or several towns in one
administrative district.17 These savings banks work like commercial banks in a decentralized local
structure. Each savings bank is independent, locally managed and concentrates its business activities
on customers in the region in which it is situated. However, they also finance public investment
undertaken by local authorities. In general, savings banks are not profit oriented. Some regional
municipal Sparkassen have formed groups called Landesbanken (State banks)18 of which they are
shareholders and to which they delegate their wholesale business. The German cooperative banks
have a similar jointly owned federal bank (see footnote 22). This creates advantages for the local
savings banks through economies of scale, although some these banks have seriously suffered during
the Global Financial Crisis (some even had to be liquidated).19
The third tier are Cooperative banks (also called Credit Unions in English) like the numerous
Volksbanken (“people’s banks”) and Raiffeisenbanken. They are based on a member-structure where
each member has one vote, independently from share capital. These Credit Unions have their origins
in the 19th century when bad harvests, poverty and inequality drove some communities to form
collectives for mutual support. The two pioneers were Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch (1809-1883) and
Wilhelm Friedrich Raiffeisen (1818-1888), who, starting in the 1840s, founded cooperatives to help
poor farmers to buy livestock and equipment without mortgaging their land or resorting to loan
sharks. Even today, many cooperative banks are named Raiffeisenbanken. The idea behind these

17

The exception are six Sparkassen where the shareholders and guarantors are charitable foundations.
In the German federal system, States are called Land (plural Länder).
19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_public_bank#cite_note-DSGV_Landesbanken-5; DSGV-WebsiteOrganisation-Sparkassen
18
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cooperatives was and is for customers – both depositors and borrowers – to have a say in the bank’s
running. In the case of community-based credit unions, that includes local residents.20
In modern Germany, savings banks and credit unions are banks in the proper sense insofar they have
access to the central bank money created by the European Central Bank. This is an important
difference to financial cooperatives in Myanmar. The savings banks and cooperatives are distinguished
by ownership (the former are owned by municipalities, the later by members of the cooperative), but
they have several things in common: Both are part of networks of cross-guarantees to protect savers
in the event that one of them goes bust. Both types of banks have mandates that seek to maximize
the welfare of their members or stakeholders rather than making profit. In the case of savings banks,
the local bank gives its profit back to the municipality. They also sponsor local festivals, finance local
hospitals and universities, etc. Cooperative banks distribute a share of their profits to members who
are mostly SMEs. The emphasis on public welfare, rather than profit maximisation, contributes to the
lower volatility in returns on capital, and given the nature of the shareholder community, they are less
at risk of bankruptcy.

20

https://www.handelsblatt.com/today/finance/handelsblatt-explains-how-germanys-three-tiered-bankingsystem-works/23570344.html?ticket=ST-42827181-dAk2CewYaHcS51I0gp3f-ap3
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The Lessons from early failures of banking in Myanmar

While the banking sector in Myanmar was a frontrunner in Southeast Asia during the 1950s, it is one
of the least developed in ASEAN today. The reforms of the last decade have created a framework for
financial institutions, but in reality, the financial system in Myanmar remains weak. Myanmar is an
underbanked society. Most transactions are done in cash. 98% of all received private sector wages are
paid in cash only. Only 23% of the adult population own a bank account in Myanmar; the rest is
effectively excluded from the monetary economy, even if they use cash to make payments (World
Bank 2018). Cash is money printed by the central bank. But the dynamic of modern economies
depends on credit money, which is bank deposits created by commercial banks when they make loans
for investment purposes. This is why the banking sector has such a central role in economic
development.
However, Myanmar’s history with money has been troubled from colonial times to the present.
Understanding these troubles can help to trace a path for sustainable development in Myanmar today.
Before discussing how new institutions may contribute to financial inclusion in Myanmar’s financial
system today, it is useful to overview what went wrong in the past.

Finance in colonial times
The first financiers were the Chettiars, a community of moneylenders from Tamil Nadu in Southern
India, who laid the ground for turning Burma into the “rice bowl” of the British Empire. They lent their
own capital funds to rice cultivators and charged high interest rates against collateral, mostly titles to
land in the Irrawaddy delta. Chettiars obtained liquidity (cash) from the banks of the Empire, especially
the Imperial Bank of India and Lloyds Bank in London, but also took deposits from locals (Turnell 2009,
24). As a British colony, Burma did not have a central bank. The colony was on a Gold Exchange
Standard, which severely limited the seasonal supply of cash and caused cyclical fluctuations in bank
rates (Gomez-Betancourt 2013). This system collapsed in the Great Depression of the 1930. The lack
of money supply and resulting shortage of liquidity made it impossible for Chettiars to collect interest
due, let alone outstanding loans. They foreclosed on defaulting borrowers and seized the land pledged
as collateral. Between 1930 and 1938, the portion of total land occupied by Chettiars increased from
6% to 25 percent (Turnell 2009, 37). Although the crisis was due to a financial system without a central
bank, the popular backlash turned against demonized foreign moneylenders who became the
scapegoats of all the vices of the colonial system. Xenophobia and the rejection of finance in Myanmar
has its roots in these early experiences.
To solve the problem of agricultural over-indebtedness, British colonial rulers sought to develop credit
cooperatives. The idea of cooperative banks had come from Germany to the United Kingdom, from
where it was taken to British Burma. Credit cooperatives collected their members’ savings and
provided loans to mainly rural and underprivileged populations. They also provided training and
education and reinvested profits in local communities. By 1920, several thousand cooperatives had
mushroomed across the country,21 but many of them were not successful, because of bad design,
insufficient surveillance, and fraudulent behaviour. The cooperative credit movement was based on
the idea of democratically run financial communities, owned by members who jointly had a stake in
the activities and shared the benefits. However, this concept had little foundations in Burma’s
traditional society. Financial cooperatives did not develop bottom up, and while colonial authorities
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The Co-operative Societies Act was passed in 1904, and in the peak year 20 years later there were 4057
Credit Societies with over 95,000 member; this is an average of 23.4 members (Turnell 2009).
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sought to relieve financial distress for Burmese farmers, the members of the cooperatives did not
exert the diligent surveillance expected from ownership.
The initially rapid expansion of cooperative credit unions in colonial Burma meant that many members
were lacking the skills for running cooperatives (Turnell 2009, 58). The colonial Credit Societies were
restricted to lend for “productive purposes”, such as cultivation expenses (seeds etc.), purchase of
livestock or improvement of landholdings. These limitations inhibited the monetization of the
economy.
The Credit Societies were also not successful in attracting deposits sufficient to fund their lending. For
this reason, so-called District Central Banks of the cooperative credit system were set up to provide
liquidity to the Credit Societies. However, they did not issue money, but borrowed money from the
colonial institutions. The cooperatives were the owners of these cooperative central banks. Their
structure was comparable to the role of DZ Bank in Germany’s cooperative banking system22 and of
the Landesbanken in the system of savings banks.23 No doubt, such banks can be useful for the
cooperative credit system by providing specific services, but in Burma it kept the cooperatives
dependent on the colonial banks. When the Great Depression hit the Burmese economy, the system
suffered from insufficient liquidity, and the cooperative system collapsed.
No doubt, access to a proper central bank would have mitigated these risks, but the combination of
corrupt practices, free-riding, and insufficient liquidity provisions had seriously undermined the
cooperative ideal. As Turnell (2009, 72) summarized: “The principles behind Burma’s cooperative
credit system were sound, but their implementation was not. A system constructed around a spirit of
‘cooperation’ and ‘self-help’ derived from its members was, in practice, a system that was imposed
from above and a system in which responsibility and accountability were notable only by their
absence. A top-heavy and overly-layered structure of institutions was likewise a feature of Burma’s
cooperative system, and tellingly indicative of a movement without sincere grassroots support.
Established with the best of intentions, the experiment of cooperative credit in colonial Burma was a
failure”.

After Independence
Progress came after independence. The fascist Japanese occupation had destroyed the colonial
financial system in Burma. With the establishment of the first genuine central bank in 1952, the
Union Bank of Burma, full monetary sovereignty was established. To support the development
goals adopted by the government, the semi- monopolistic State Agricultural Bank (SAB) and the
State Commercial Bank (SCB) were set up, too. However, despite or maybe because of this
dominant role, the SCB did little to finance new business ventures, but lent primarily to
established enterprises that could provide immovable property as collateral. Competition
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DZ Bank AG is an acronym for Deutsche Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank (literally "German Central Cooperative Bank"). It is today the second largest bank in Germany by asset size and the central institution for
more than 900 co-operative banks and their 12,000 branch offices. Within the Volksbanken Raiffeisenbanken
Co-operative financial network, which is one of Germany's largest private sector financial service
organisations, DZ Bank functions both as a central institution and as a corporate and investment bank.
23
The Landesbanken are a group of state-owned banks that are the head banking institution of the local and
regional Sparkassen (= saving banks). Landesbanken and Sparkassen are chartered by national and state
banking laws to pursue a public purpose.
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between private commercial banks was limited and all kinds of biases were created against
foreign banks in order to make state banks predominant.
In addition to the state banks, cooperatives became significant economic organisations again.
However, they did not compete in the market for best services. When people could not obtain
credit from the state banks or cooperative banks, they had to go back to informal moneylenders
who charged excessively high interest rates. Thus, despite some improvements, the overall
economic performance after independence was disappointing, largely because the formal
financial institutions did not provide enough credit for economic development and because the
geographic distribution of credit discriminated against peripheral States – which, according to
many observers, have ultimately fuelled ethnic rebellions.
However, monetary sovereignty means more than setting up a central bank; it also requires a
government that manages public finances responsibly. This did not happen. The economic
instability of the early post-independence regime led to the downfall of the democratic
government in 1962. Under the subsequent military socialist government of Gen. Ne Win (19621988), all banks were nationalised, the currency was demonetized several times, and the
economy effectively returned to a pre-monetary state of barter and hierarchical command. Banks
were merged into a mono-bank, which was split up again in 1972 into three functional
organizations – the Myanma Economic Bank, the Myanma Agricultural Bank, and the Myanma
Foreign Trade Bank. Cooperatives became a tool to control the rural population (Ferguson 2013). The
success of this system was hardly impressive (see Figure 1).
The last demonetization in 1987 galvanized the unsuccessful uprising in 1988, which brought the
State Law and Order Restauration Council (SLORC) into power. It gradually opened the way for
economic reforms with re-admittance of markets, private businesses and with the creation of
private banks, including foreign banks. The Central Bank of Myanmar became responsible for
“licencing, inspecting, supervising and regulating” private banks. However, the SLORC years were
not happy years, although economic growth in the urban centres of Yangon and Mandalay pulled
the national average growth rate up.
The most fundamental break with the earlier period was the significant reduction of credit to the
government sector, while commercial banks started to give credit to the private sector. However,
the credit boom was not sustainable. Large amounts of credit were given to cronies and
individuals who over-borrowed. Private banks were insufficiently supervised and when several
informal financial institutions failed, a bank run on the major banks and a full-blown financial crisis
developed in 2003. The central bank did not provide sufficient liquidity. The liquidity crisis turned
into an insolvency crisis generating a serious economic recession. The crisis was partly a
consequence of fraudulent and corrupt practices by banks and government officials, but also of
sheer incompetence by the Central Bank, which failed to act as lender of last resort (Turnell 2003).
Under President Thein Sein, economic reforms took place and new banking laws were passed in
2013. The Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) became autonomous and the “four regulations”
released in 2017 (capital adequacy, asset classification and provisioning, large exposure and
liquidity) have strengthened the financial system. Private credit started to expand again,
especially when the NLD government came in, and the economy began to grow significantly. See
Figure 7. Over the last decade, Microfinance has also increasingly grown and become an
important sector of financial service providers targeting low income population excluded from
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the regular financial system. The Government gives an important role to it and more
comprehensibly to Inclusive Finance as a means to reducing poverty.
The lesson from this turbulent history of money and finance are clear: economic progress requires
financial stability. The government is responsible for the macroeconomic framework, especially
budget discipline. Banks are responsible for financing private investment. However, both sectors
are firmly grounded in the monetary policy of the central bank, which must keep the balance
between macroeconomic price stability and microeconomic liquidity management.
Figure 7.
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The present-day Myanmar financial system

Of what consists the Myanmar’s contemporary financial system? The financial market is embryonic.
With five quoted companies, the stock exchange is tiny and its standards of transparency are
internationally unacceptable.24 A small bond market is emerging, but the government is the only
issuer of bonds. The value of outstanding Government T-Bonds is MMK 6 959.9 bn (USD 4.6 bn), which
is equivalent to 10.6% of the total bank system’s balance sheet (see figure 4).25 The main actors are
banks. At the lower end, there is a large number of non-bank financial institutions, especially
cooperatives and microfinance institutions (MFIs), although they do not contribute to GDP growth as
much as banking does. Nevertheless, cooperatives and microfinance institutions play an important
role in emerging economies, which do not have the sophisticated welfare programs of more
developed economies. The main aim of these non-bank financial institutions, both MFIs and
cooperatives, is poverty alleviation and providing access to finance for people who do not have access
to banks. They function as intermediaries between banks and certain parts of the population, reaching
a significant number of people. However, given that cooperatives and MFIs are not banks in the sense
that they do not have access to central bank money and given the history of cooperatives in Myanmar,
it is important to design mechanism which ensure the safe provision of liquidity for these institutions
and to prevent a drainage of funds from the periphery to the urban centres of the country. We will
now look at the banking and non-bank sector.
The banking sector
According to the Myanmar Financial Institution Law26, a “bank” is an entity licensed by the Central
Bank to carry out banking business. The law distinguishes several banking activities. Commercial
Banking Business consists of accepting or receiving various kinds of deposits, paying and collecting
cheques drawn by or paid in by customers, and providing credit facilities. Development Banking
Business means the business of accepting fixed deposits with terms exceeding one year and financing
specific economic sectors consistent with the terms of the government. Non‐Bank Financial
Institutions operate finance companies, leasing, factoring, credit tokens, money services, any other
credit services. Credit societies means the business of providing primarily finance to individuals for
consumption, production or commerce, using funds collected in member’s accounts. Finally,
Scheduled Institutions are institutions established under another law. They provide financial services
for specific groups or a community and include Credit Societies, such as Postal Savings Bank, Rural
Development Bank, Agricultural Bank, and especially Micro Finance Institutions licensed under the
Microfinance Business Law.
The scope of the banking sector
The banking sector, as defined by the law, consists of 4 state-owned banks, 27 domestic private banks
and 14 foreign bank branches. We have seen the aggregate balance sheet in Figure 4. However, the
depth of the banking sector is shallow. The volume of bank deposits amounts to 1/3 of GDP, far less
than the bank deposits in the more developed ASEAN and OECD countries (see Figure 8). The volume
of private credit by deposit banks is also only 18.8 % of GDP in Myanmar but over 100% in neighbouring
Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore (see Figure 9). Financial inclusion through banks, in the form of
providing greater access to formal finance, will play an important role in supporting Myanmar’s
continued development, including the advancement of an innovative and competitive private sector
24

https://www.mmtimes.com/business/18753-yangon-stock-exchange-weak-on-corporate-governance-rulesobservers.html
25
Source: CBM, Quarterly Financial Statistics Bulletin 2019, Volume II; Yangon, January 2020, p.47
26
Financial Institutions Law, (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Law No. 20, 2016), 1st Waning of Pyatho 1377 ME (January
25, 2016)
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(Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2018, 33). Hence, there remains an important role for private
commercial banks to expand investment and economic development.
Among the state-owned banks, the Myanmar Economic Bank is the largest in terms of assets, deposits
and total loans. It maintains 308 branches across the country, offering all classical banking products.
The second largest state owned bank is the Myanmar Agricultural Development Bank. It is the main
provider of loans to farmers, serving around 2 million customers and over 10,000 villages across the
country. It provides seasonal loans for crop cultivation and term loans for the acquisition of farming
machinery and equipment. The Myanmar Investment and Commercial Bank finances industry and the
Myanmar Foreign Trade Bank specializes in international banking.
Private banks are the drivers of innovation and growth in Myanmar’s banking sector. The share of
deposits held by state-owned banks has decreased from 60% in 2015 to 35% in 2017 (GIZ 2018). In
2018, private banks accounted for roughly 55% of total bank assets, 66% of deposits and 82% of loans.
This implies that a good amount of the deposit-money, which is created by the private banks, will
ultimately be held by State banks.
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Figure 8.
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Banking concentration
In Myanmar, banking concentration is one of the highest of all ASEAN countries (see Figure 10).27
Three large private banks dominate the banking sector. In 2017, twenty-seven private banks operated
1513 branches of which more than one half, i.e. 819 branches, were owned by the three top banks.
KBZ, the largest bank, has a deposit market share of 41%, AYA Bank 17% and Co-operative Bank (CB)
11% (GIZ 2018, 41). We will see below that, despite its name, CB Bank is not a cooperative bank. Most
banks, other than these three top banks, are of very small size. 11 private banks currently operate

27

Defined by the Global Financial Development Database of the World Bank (2014) as assets of three largest
commercial banks as a share of total commercial banking assets. Total assets include total earning assets, cash
and due from banks, foreclosed real estate, fixed assets, goodwill, other intangibles, current tax assets,
deferred tax assets, discontinued operations and other assets.
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with a deposit market share below 1%. Not surprisingly, many of these small banks are struggling to
meet regulatory requirements.

Figure 10.
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The regionally unbalanced banking system
The amount of bank branches in relation to population is still low, signalling low access of people to
formal financial services. In 2016, there were 3.41 bank branches for 100 000 adults in Myanmar,
compared to 8.8 in the Philippines and 11.2 in Malaysia (GIZ 2018, 41). Good branch coverage is very
uneven across regions, leaving especially rural populations widely unserved by private banks. This
weakness is also reflected in the number of banks and the amount of credit outstanding in the
different Regions and States.
Table 2 reveals the outstanding position of Yangon and to a lesser degree of Mandalay in the Myanmar
banking system. Private bank loans amount to a total of MMK 23.6 trillion, which is an average of
MMK 469 532 per capita (USD 313). However, private bank lending in Yangon covers nearly 80 percent
of the nation’s total with MMK 2.553 million per head of population (equivalent to USD 1,702), Even
Myanmar’s second growth centre Mandalay falls far behind this: the total of MMK 2.7 trillion
represents 11.5% of total private credit, equivalent of MMK 438,999 (USD 292) per head. Shan State
receives 2% of total credit, amounting to MMK 82,203 per capita (USD 54.8), while loans to Kachin
State are only 0.3% of the total, representing MMK 41,637 (USD 27.75) per person. The least amount
of credit is given to Chin State with a total loan outstanding of MMK 592 mio (USD 400,000), equivalent
of less than one dollar per person. The table also shows that the share of loans by private banks
granted to Yangon was 5.4 times higher than the share of Yangon’s population, while all other regions
and States receive a lower share in loans than they represent in population. Even Mandalay is below
the national average.
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The volumes of credit per head of the population are not only very uneven, but also extremely low.
They reflect the underdeveloped financial system in Myanmar. Shan, Bago and Ayeyarwaddy are
relatively high on the ladder, although we do not know the split between Northern and Southern Shan
State. The latter is more exposed to tourism, which may warrant more loans to build up facilities. In
general, we find that the number of banks increases with the size of the population in the Regions and
States (albeit with diminishing rates – see Figure 11). Yangon, Mandalay and Ayeyarwaddy have the
highest amount of banks per local population.
The distribution of credit proves that the banking system as it is today finances the one-polar
development model. At best, Mandalay may emerge as a second pole. The rest of the economy
functions at very low levels of financial development. Thus, the financial system in Myanmar does not
support the objective of balanced growth described by the Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan
(2018 – 2030). Chin, Kayah, Kachin and Rakhine State are clearly suffering from lack of access to bank
finance.
While it is obvious that Yangon and Mandalay absorb the lion’s share of outstanding loans by the
banking system, there is no sign that this will change in the near future. This is clear when we look at
the disbursement of new loans. See Figure 13. Over the last two years (2017-2019), 82.2% of the new
loans were granted to Yangon, 9.6% to Mandalay; all other States and Regions shared the remaining
8.2%.
This geographic inequality has profound implications for the banking system and for economic
development. Because banks deal with rich people that have a better capacity to service their debt,
and prosperous businesses need more credit for growth and investment, a concentrated commercial
banking system will expand by channelling loans into the urban growth centres Yangon and Mandalay.
The consequence will be less credit and slower development in the poor regions and hypertrophic
concentration of population and wealth in the big cities. However, such development is not inevitable,
provided financial inclusion could be extended into the periphery.
Table 2.
Private banks loans (as of June 2019)

Chin
Kayah
Kachin
Rakhine
Kayin
Tanintharyi
Mon
Magway
Sagaing
Ayeyarwady
Bago
Shan
Mandalay
Yangon
UNION

Total mio MMK share in %
592.6
0.0%
15,927.9
0.1%
68,387.3
0.3%
74,539.6
0.3%
112,638.3
0.5%
159,933.7
0.7%
165,704.9
0.7%
226,459.0
1.0%
245,448.4
1.0%
273,656.5
1.2%
285,469.5
1.2%
478,787.0
2.0%
2,706,752.1
11.5%
18,793,758.1
79.6%
23,608,054.9

100.00%

Total Polulation
478,801
286,627
1,642,841
2,098,807
1,504,326
1,408,401
2,054,393
3,917,055
5,325,347
6,184,829
4,867,373
5,824,432
6,165,723
7,360,703

share in %
1.0%
0.6%
3.3%
4.2%
3.0%
2.8%
4.1%
7.8%
10.6%
12.3%
9.7%
11.6%
12.3%
14.6%

50,279,900

100.0%

Source: Central Bank of Myanmar; Census

Figure 11.
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Bank loans /person
(MMK)
1,238
55,570
41,627
35,515
74,876
113,557
80,659
57,814
46,091
44,246
58,650
82,203
439,000
2,553,256

Bank loans /person
USD (1USD= 1500MMK) No. of reported Banks
USD
0.83
1
USD
37.05
8
USD
27.75
6
USD
23.68
10
USD
49.92
9
USD
75.70
11
USD
53.77
13
USD
38.54
17
USD
30.73
16
USD
29.50
18
USD
39.10
16
USD
54.80
14
USD
292.67
20
USD
1,702.17
21

469,533 USD

313.02
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Source: Central Bank of Myanmar

If we leave out the special situation of Yangon and Mandalay, Figure 12 shows that volumes of credit
increase with the number of banks. For clarity, we have not included the data from Yangon and
Mandalay, because of their exceptional status evident from Table 1. Especially the poorer regions, like
Chin and Kachin State, would benefit from larger numbers of banks. The Swiss international
consultancy Roland Berger and the German GIZ (2018, 43) have argued that small banks will find it
difficult to survive in the Myanmar market, since they bear disproportionately high costs to be
compliant with regulations and rarely can compete with bigger banks unless they find a niche market.
This is certainly true if small banks compete with large banks for the same services in the fast-growing
urban sector. However, we will suggest that regional markets could become such niches for regional
development banks. By contrast, concentrating the banking sector in the top three or five banks would
acerbate regional inequalities, generate hypertrophied urban centres and hollow out the peripheral
economy. Such development will not be sustainable in the sense of the Myanmar Sustainable
Development Plan (2018 – 2030); it also would not support the peace process with ethnic minorities.
Figure 12.
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Figure 13.
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New loans: March 2017 to June 2018
New loans: June 2018 to March 2019

Non-bank financial institutions
In Myanmar, there are two sets of Non-Bank Financial Institutions regulated by two different laws:
financial cooperatives and microfinance institutions (MFIs).28 Both serve small businesses or
households that do not qualify for obtaining financial services from commercial banks.
Financial cooperatives provide an alternative to commercial banks, although we have seen that their
role has remained limited in Myanmar. The risks for defaults are higher than for MFIs. In fact,
experience in many countries has shown that simple ownership of the financial cooperative by its
members may not be sufficient to avoid large-scale defaults. The Union Government is also perceived
as keeping tight control over all cooperatives,29 which local populations in ethnic territories resent.
Microfinance institutions (MFI) have emerged in the 1990s, when the government allowed large
international NGOs to provide microfinance services.30 The Financial Regulatory Department (FRD)
under the Ministry of Finance regulates these institutions. However, in order to preserve financial

28

Private money lenders and pawn shops also provide emergency finance at very high interest rates, but they
do not fall under the official legal regulation.
29
See: (FAO and Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation 2016)
30
In 1997, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) began its “Sustainable Microfinance to
Improve the Livelihoods of the Poor” project. The implementing partners were the INGOs Grameen, Gret, EDA,
Save the Children and Pact. From 2006, Pact was the sole implementing partner. In 2009, Lift, USAID, the UK’s
Department for International Development and the Danish International Development Agency became donors
for the project, which would eventually evolve into the largest single microfinance operation in the country.
The Microfinance Law (MBL) was enacted in November 2011 and issued by the former Microfinance
Supervisory Enterprise (MMSE), currently the Financial Regulatory Department (FRD), under the Ministry of
Finance, which was followed in subsequent months and years by a series rules and regulations.
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stability, the Myanmar Central Bank may carry out regulation and supervision not only of banks

but also of non-bank financial institutions in cooperation with the relevant ministries. 31
Microfinance Institutions strengthen peer-monitoring by groups of borrowers and therefore seem to
work better in reducing the rate of non-performing loans (NPL), but their economic impact is limited.
Some financial cooperatives have adopted surveillance practices that resemble those of MFIs.
Financial cooperatives
We have discussed the difficult history of Myanmar’s financial cooperatives above. From the
beginning cooperatives were considered to be externally (i.e. British) imposed organizations.
After independence the government focused on agricultural and financial cooperatives. They
were used to promote government priorities and cooperative principles were ignored.
Traditionally the Ministry of Cooperatives has supervised financial cooperatives (together with other
cooperatives) and set the rules top down for the cooperative sector, using the Central Cooperative
Society (CCS) as the regulatory vehicle.32 However, in 2016 the NLD government abolished this
Ministry and integrated it as the cooperative department into the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Irrigation. Since then the role of the CCS in the Cooperative System has become more vague
(besides channelling credits to the Cooperative Syndicates). Today, the government states officially
that its role is to “organize, regulate and educate”.
The cooperative system is set up like a pyramid. At the top stands the Central Cooperative Society Ltd.
(CCS). It controls 20 cooperative Unions, which consist of 283 Federations and more than 39,000
primary societies.33 The Central Cooperative Society Ltd. (CCS) was established in January 1975 and
restructured in 2002 in accordance with the 1992 Cooperative Society Law and the 1998 Cooperative
Rules. The Cooperative Society Law enables registering of cooperatives and regulates their operations.

Usually the Ministry does not interfere in operational and business questions, although this
changes when cooperatives take part in government lending programs (such as the Exim loan). In
that case, the government controls certain aspects such as the amount of cooperatives’ retained
earnings to build capital. When cooperatives do not take part in government lending programs,
they are usually left alone except for the annual audit usually conducted by the township offices
of the cooperative department. There are exceptions of course: when the primary cooperatives
do not have the capacity to establish their financial statements by themselves, then the township
officers help to do that. Also, when a finance cooperative gets into financial difficulties (unveiled
by the audit), the government can take a closer look.
Because financial cooperatives are supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture, they are not subject
to the regulations of the Ministry of Finance or the Central Bank. This legal framework gives them
significantly more leeway, compared to microfinance and banking. However, for cooperatives of
a certain size this can increase risks, as prudential standards are not sufficiently controlled. It
would, therefore, be positive to have separate legal provisions for Credit Cooperatives which take
account of the special requirements of cooperatives as member-based institutions (the
31

Financial Institutions Law, (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Law No. 20, 2016), 1st Waning of Pyatho 1377 ME (January
25, 2016)
32
The Republic of the Union of Myanmar, The Ministry of Co-operatives, Notification No. 52/ 2013 11th
Waning Day of Tawthalin, 1375 M.E. (30th September 2013)
33
The hierarchical structure reflects the law. Data about the number of organisations are uncertain. See: (FAO
and Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation 2016).
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microfinance law is not suitable for this type of entity) and at the same time of the importance of
prudential standards for institutions collecting deposits.
The impact of financial cooperatives for economic development in Myanmar is ambivalent. While
most of the approximately 40,000 cooperatives with over 4 million members at the levels of villages,
townships, Regions and States cover production, marketing trade and service cooperatives, the scope
of financial cooperatives, including micro credit unions for farmers, is much more limited.34 According
to the Asian Confederation of Credit Unions (ACCU 2019), 2 964 credit unions with 510 709 individual
members operated in Myanmar in 2018. The total value of their deposits was USD 63 million,
equivalent to 0.10% of GDP. The total sum of loans guaranteed was USD 83 million (USD 162.50 per
member), equivalent to 0.12% of GDP.
The difference between assets and liabilities is funded by external borrowing. This is where the CCS
plays an important role. The CCS is not lending with its own resources, but channelling external funds,
such as the Exim-loan, the Deadong-loan, and also domestic loans from CB Bank, in close collaboration
with and under the monitoring of the Cooperative Department of the Agricultural Ministry.
One of the most useful contributions made by CCS to financial inclusion is the financing of agricultural
machinery and equipment through hire purchases, funded largely by a loan from South-Korea in
collaboration with the Korean farm machinery supplier Daedong. For Myanmar farmers the advantage
is that the qualification for hire purchase depends on acreage under occupation and not on land
property, while most bank lending is dependent on land as collateral for credit. The long-term interest
rate for such hire purchases is 18% p.a., less than the usual loan rate of 2% per month. The CCS has
also increased cooperatives’ lending capacity through a USD 300 million (MMK 400 billion) loan from
China’s Exim Bank that was granted for 10 years at 4.5 % interest p.a. These funds are lent to
cooperatives at concessional rates. The government’s Cooperative Department reckons with a nonperforming loan (NPL) rate of 20 percent, although empirical data are not available.35
Nevertheless, financial cooperatives are not banks. This is clear from their legal status, but also from
their economic function, which does not give them direct access to central bank liquidity. To get cash,
they have to rely on commercial banks. An interesting connection exists between the Cooperative
Bank (CB), which is one of Myanmar's oldest and largest commercial banks, and the CCS, which is a
parastatal institution. Despite its name, the CB Bank does not follow the principles of the cooperative
movement. It was established on 21 August 1992 with the permission of the Central Bank of Myanmar
as a private bank and became a public company in 2004.36 Starting with 33 employees, it had grown
to 9000 in 2019, an average rate of growth of 60% per annum. The number and names of shareholders
are not published, although we know that cooperatives, including the CCS, own a significant share in
the bank’s capital.37 In addition to sharing a Chairman, there is cross-branding between CB Bank and
34

Source: author’s interview at Cooperative Department in Naypyidaw, 30 January 2020.
Source: author’s interview at Cooperative Department in Naypyidaw, 30 January 2020.
36
CB Bank was formed by a merger with the Cooperative Promoters Bank and Cooperative Farmers Bank, with
an initial capital of about K1.299 billion, or 129,862 shares at K10,000 each. (Myanmar Times, 08 Aug 2019.
https://www.mmtimes.com/news/cb-bank-paid-out-k84m-shareholders-official-says.html). Shareholdings are
not transparent. In a press release related to corruption charges, CB Bank General Manager Zeyar Kyaw
declared that “the bank had tens of thousands of shareholders and directors are usually elected from these
shareholders”. Myanmar Peace Monitor, 05 March 2020 (https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/co-accusedtanintharyi-cm-case-former-vice-chairman-cb-bank)
37
Some newspapers speak of 30%. The (FAO and Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation 2016, 4)
writes: “The Cooperative Bank – CB Bank − is only cooperative in name. It was established by cooperatives and
35
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CCS, and the co-op movement more broadly. Both share “the co-op rainbow” as a logo. The Myanmar
Coop Country Report presents CB Bank as “the show-case of the Myanmar Co-operative movement”.38
However, it is not clear whether the CB Bank primarily supports grass root credit unions, or whether
the cooperative movement supports private shareholders in the bank.39 According to the governmentowned newspaper Global New Light of Myanmar, the operations of the CCS lack transparency:
“Unfortunately due to the deficiencies of those involved in the operation of the Cooperatives vis a vis
the Cooperative Society Law and the weaknesses in enforcement of the law itself, there has not been
efficient and effective monitoring of the Cooperatives at different levels”.40 The share ownership
establishes a privileged relationship between the two institutions. The CCS accesses repayable
collateralized loans from CB Bank, which it lends on to primary co-operatives through Unions and
Federations. In other words, a private commercial bank is the main conduit for liquidity provisions to
the cooperative sector. It generates profits for private (and unknown) shareholders by funding
cooperatives. Unfortunately, the lack of transparency has contributed to the “bad reputation” of
financial cooperatives in Myanmar, which echoes bad experiences from the past. However, given the
structure of the Myanmar financial system, the principle of providing liquidity to cooperatives through
banks is valid. A Regional Development Banks, as suggested below, could fill this function in more
transparent and locally focussed ways.
Microfinance institutions (MFIs)
In the 1960s and ‘70s the consensus among international development agencies was that
governments should subsidize banks for providing credit to farmers and the poor. This did not work
well. Too often local banks took the subsidies as windfall profits and lent to local elites without due
diligence. This failure led to the development of “microfinance”. Formal micro-credit institutions have
emerged all over the world. They grant microloans to low-income borrowers and are fully financed by
savings, commercial debt, and retained earnings. These institutions benefit from the trust and
integrity of very small groups of borrowers. MFIs signal a paradigm shift “from the delivery of
government- or donor-subsidized credit to the development of sustainable financial intermediaries
that captured local savings, access commercial finance, and lend these funds to low-income borrowers
at interest rates that enable full cost recovery and institutional self-sufficiency” (M. S. Robinson 2001,
xxxii). These principles are laudable and the idea of institutional self-sufficiency should be attractive

CCS. It currently has 11 888 shareholders, of which 3 000 are cooperatives. CCS owns 5 percent of the shares
while cooperatives own 9 percent. The bank has 47 billion kyat6 in capital, of which 3.2 billion (6.8 percent)
comes from cooperatives. The bank holds 1 183 billion kyat in deposits, of which 10.2 billion (less than 1
percent) is from cooperatives. The Board of Directors consists of the 14 largest shareholders. The Chair is also
the Chair of CCS, as well as a number of private companies. The bank lends to cooperative federations, but not
to cooperatives.”
38
See (Ferguson 2013, 16).
39
The Myanmar Times (08 Aug 2019. https://www.mmtimes.com/news/cb-bank-paid-out-k84m-shareholdersofficial-says.html) reports: ‘Replying to a question about CB Bank’s dividends during the Pyithu Hluttaw (Lower
House) session on Tuesday, Deputy Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation Minister U Hla Kyaw said, “In the fiscal
year 2015-2016, more than K13.6 million in dividends on 22,746 shares from 1762 cooperative committees
was withdrawn by executive members of the committees in Yangon Region townships. They paid out the
dividends based on share amounts.” Also, more than K600,000 in dividends on 1163 shares was paid out by
officials of the Yangon Region Cooperative Department to the townships, he added. No dividends have been
paid since FY2016-17. “As CB Bank has got more deposits every year and its yearly profit has increased, it had
to comply with Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) regulations. It didn’t receive CBM permission to pay out
dividends for two fiscal years,” U Hla Kyaw said’.
40
“The Cooperative Movement in Myanmar”, Global New Light of Myanmar, October 28, 2018.
https://www.globalnewlightofmyanmar.com/the-cooperative-movement-in-myanmar/
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for ethnic minorities in Myanmar in the efforts to extend financial inclusion. However, there are
practical limitations.
The constraints imposed on small deposits are more severe for microfinance institutions than for
cooperatives, unless outside funds become available. It is therefore a frequent practice that
microfinance institutions leverage their lending capacity by grants from governments or international
NGOs. The Microfinance Business Law (MBL)41 of 2011 allowed local and foreign companies to
establish private Microfinance Institutions (MFI), and provided a licensing regime for entities that were
already providing informal microfinance services. Over 200 Licenses were subsequently granted. Local
MFIs emerged to compete with international MFIs operated by international non-government
organizations (INGOs) already established in the country.42 Some 77 financial cooperatives were also
licensed as MFIs. Today approximately 176 or more MFIs operate in Myanmar, serving more than 2
million clients with a total loan portfolio of approximately $350 million. The sector includes several
institutions: INGOs and commercial MFIs, financial cooperatives that were re-licensed as MFIs, several
local NGOs that provide microfinance, and local commercial MFIs (Grace 2016). As of March 2018, the
Financial Regulatory Department (FRD) listed 176 licensed MFIs under its supervision, which does not
include cooperatives. See Table 3.
Table 3.

Total MFIs
Local
Foreign
Joint-Venture
INGOs
NGOs

176
107
39
3
5
22

However, there are frequently conflicting reports on the total number of MFIs, which the Myanmar
Microfinance Association (MMFA) suggests may be due to the fact that cooperative lenders were once
included. In February 2018, the media reported that the Yangon Regional Ministry for Planning and
Finance had granted licenses to another 86 operators, of which 84 were already engaged in some kind
of lending activity. A figure of over 200 MFIs has also appeared separately in the press. It seems likely
that this estimate includes cooperative lenders as well. Yet, there are significant differences between
financial cooperatives and microfinance institutions that are shown in Table 4.

41

The Microfinance Business Law (The Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Law No.13/2011) The 5th waxing Day of Nadaw
1373 M.E. (30th November 2011)
42
See ( Myanmar Microfinance Association, Inclusive Financing)
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Table 4. Main differences between Financial Cooperatives and Microfinance Institution
Particular

Financial Cooperatives

Microfinance Institutions (MFIs)

Ownership

Owned by members/clients

Owned by investors/ NGOs/INGOs

Governance

Governed by voluntary and elected board
of directors and on the basis of one-manone-vote principle

Governed by appointed board of
directors and on the basis of one-shareone-vote and owners.

Clients

Members of the cooperative, in Myanmar
mostly low-income clients and small
farmers that share common bond

Low-income clients and small farmers
(mostly women)

Source of fund for lending

Members Shares, Savings

Investors, grants, external loans

Products and services

Saving and Credit

Focus on microcredit

Saving and Loan policy

Based on the members’ need and decisions
of the General Assembly of members in
consideration of existing regulation.
Repayment system and interest rate depend
on the member’s capacity.
(Bottom up Approach)

As per the instructions of Organization,
investors. (Top down system)

Profit Sharing

Dividend to the members, Fund

Divided among investors, Reserve
Fund

Principles

International Cooperatives Principles

Microfinance and Practice

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Ministry

Voluntary and Open Membership
Democratic member Control
Member Economic Participation
Autonomy and Independence
Education, Training and Information
Cooperation among Cooperative
Concern for Community

Serve the poorest client
Link loans to saving
Use Solidarity Guarantees
Practice Participatory Management
Invest in Scale and Self-sufficiency
Plan for Permanence

Ministry of Agriculture, Live Stock and
Irrigation

Ministry of Planning, Finance and
Industry

Department of Cooperative (DOC)

Financial Regulatory Department
(FRD)

Cooperative

Company

The Cooperative Society Law
The Cooperative Society Rules

Microfinance Law

Department

Register
Law

Economic limitations of Non-Bank Financial institutions
What kind of investment would be required for balanced growth in Myanmar? Large national and
international companies are often thought to be crucial, but they concentrate economic development
in the metropolitan centre and are unlikely to move out into the less developed peripheral States.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) will only foster growth when it spills over into the local economy.
Infrastructure, transport and energy supplies are too unreliable. All over the world, the foundation of
35
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economic development has been the emergence of a middle class that operates small and medium
sized enterprises (SME). History teaches us that when national elites, possibly supported by foreign
corporations, seize and monopolize economic power, nations will fail (Acemoglu, D. and J. Robinson
2012). The true drivers for regional development are local business communities of SMEs, but they
will succeed only if they can access finance for local investment. Unfortunately, finance is a major
obstacle for SMEs in Myanmar. The OECD (2018) has documented that the overall conditions for SMEs’
access to credit in Myanmar are the worst of all ASEAN countries. See Figure 14.
Figure 14.
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How to improve SME access to finance is complex, as the OECD study shows. Geography matters. It is
the function of banks to assess the reputation and creditworthiness of potential borrowers and this
requires knowledge of the environment and connectedness with the local businesses community.
Banks with headquarters in Yangon are unlikely to fulfil this function. They are remote and the
instructions from the headquarters to local branches are often rigid, bureaucratic and restricted.
An alternative approach would push the expansion of financial cooperatives and microfinance
institutions. However, while financial cooperatives and local microfinance institutions are particularly
useful for servicing the subsistence economy, their overall economic impact on national development
is weak. Both institutions support people with low incomes. Such incomes tend to be uneven and
vulnerable to disruptions. Microfinance helps the poor. For example, the Wong Metta Savings and
Credit Union in Shan State has a beneficiary welfare program under which members can receive MMK
50,000 for childbirth, death, old age, health and emergency cases. The Kachin Baptist Convention also
uses some of the money earned from cooperatives for humanitarian work (see annex).
Microfinance helps the poor in emergencies, because it is more reliable and less expensive than the
traditional moneylenders are, but it is often less flexible.43 However, many borrowers do not invest in
small businesses, but use micro loan funds for non-business purposes. The biggest hindrance for
43

See: https://www.lift-fund.org/financial-inclusion-0
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microfinance to function as an engine of growth consists in the low amounts of microfinance loans.
The important LIFT donor consortium has supported households in Myanmar with small microfinance
loans, ranging from USD 67 to USD 250 and charging interest rates of 2.5 per cent per month. Officially,
professional clients were able to access higher loan amounts to expand their businesses, but the size
of these loans was hardly much bigger. In 2015, LIFT microfinance partners provided small business
loans worth USD 210 million to nearly 800,000 clients, which is an average loan of USD 262.5. Our data
reported for micro credit unions by the Kachin Baptist Convention and the Wong Metta Savings and
Credit Union present a similar picture.
Recent research has confirmed that microfinance institutions provide welfare services to poor
households, but that their impact for economic development is limited. The renowned MITeconomists Esther Duflo and Abhijit Banerjee (2013) among others have downplayed the role of MFIs:
“Microcredit may not be the ‘miracle’ that it is sometimes claimed to be, although it does allow some
households to invest in their small businesses. One reason may be that the average business (…) is tiny
(almost none of them have an employee), not particularly profitable, and difficult to expand, even in
a high-growth context, given the skill sets of the entrepreneurs and their life situations. And the
marginal businesses that get created thanks to microcredit are probably even less profitable and
dynamic.” If this is true, it is unlikely that MFIs will generate the economic dynamics that required for
balanced economic growth, although they deserve support as providers of a social welfare net.
As a middle way between commercial private banking and non-bank financial institutions, we propose
a third solution. A State Development Bank, with the exclusive brief to provide tailor-made financial
services for particular regions, could make a significant contribution. Like financial cooperatives and
microfinance institutions, such a regional bank must have, on the one hand, its roots in the local
communities, and leaders and staff who are well connected and highly respected within the State
must run it. On the other hand, it must be a full-fledged bank that it has access to the liquidity provision
of the Myanmar Central Bank. We suggest the creation of a Regional State Development Bank for this
purpose.
Banking in an Environment of Ethnic Conflict
Given that the peripheral regions of the Union of Myanmar are typically those where civil conflict has
prevented economic progress, we must clarify how a Regional State Development Bank could
contribute to the Peace process.
The legal framework for banks, cooperatives and microcredit institutions ties all financial institutions
into the national economy. However, rightly or wrongly, many ethnic minorities feel that they are left
out and do not benefit of equal access to financial services. There are systemic obstacles that need to
be addressed in order to make financial inclusion a reality for ethnic groups.
First, the most detrimental factor that inhibits financial inclusion is the absence of clearly defined
property rights in land. Without property rights land is not alienable, and if it is not alienable, a
borrower cannot transfer the right of ownership to a lender. This is particularly problematic in the
case of unregistered land or customary tenure systems. In Myanmar, the 2012 Farmland Law and the
2012 Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Land Law, as amended in 2008,44 have established a private property
registration system based on land use certificates (LUCs), also known as 'Form Seven', issued by the
Farmland Administration Body. They grant farmers, organisations etc. the right to use plots of land
(but not to own them because under section 37 of the Constitution of the Republic of the Union of
Myanmar, “the Union is the ultimate owner of all lands in the Union”). These LUCs resemble lease
44

https://www.burmalibrary.org/sites/burmalibrary.org/files/obl/docs25/2018-09-11-VFV-amendment-en.pdf
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property titles. In principle, this is progress in the direction of rule of law laying the foundation for the
development of financial inclusion.
However, there are problems. The duration of LUCs are limited to a period of 30 years (in England
Crown Land can be leased by contracts up to 999 years) and they can be withdrawn by the Union
state. This limits their value of alienation and creates significant uncertainties for farmers and tenants,
which spill over to lenders and banks. The short duration of property titles also undermines the claims
to traditional customary land tenures, which date back many generations and used to provide security
for rural and ethnic populations. The legal uncertainties and confusion, often coupled with limited or
incorrect implementation, has had severe consequences – enabling, for example, a wave of land
acquisitions by powerful companies, individuals and organisations that has resulted in the
dispossession of vulnerable groups and disinvestment by previous occupants.45 Land acquisition,
confiscation, and the resultant displacement, both prior to and during the reform process, have been
widespread in Myanmar.46
While the risks of eviction and displacement from land have been at the core of civil conflicts, they are
not only an issue of social justice and human rights. They matter for the banking system, hence for the
financing of economic development, because land and immovable property are standard collateral
requirement for Myanmar banks.47 Because banks cannot make loans without proper collateral,
uncertain property rights are a major handicap for economic development in the peripheral States.
Hence, establishing clear and fair property rights is a prerequisite for a dynamic formal finance sector,
as well as for sustainable peace in the ethnic territories. The 2016 National Land Use Policy48 should
become an appropriate base for a new national land law that would be in line with a land-based
foundation for Myanmar federalism, i.e. a democratic decentralised land governance. Such a law must
create legal certainty in the framework and in the application. There will be the need for institutions
that can implement the law and translate it into economic investment decisions. A State Development
Bank as described in the next chapter could become an agent that facilitates the monetisation of such
property claims.
Second, research has shown that in Myanmar geographical factors, such as living near banks or being
able to travel easily to a bank, will significantly increase the likelihood of people saving and borrowing
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Land issues are related to human rights issues. When the Myanmar government passed its 2018 amended
VFV law, it gave local groups a very short amount of time to register their lands. Many didn't know they had to
register and missed the deadline. As a result, large swaths of land in ethnic regions at present could be
declared VFV land, returning it to the central Myanmar government for use as it sees fit. This contributes to
the perception that ethnic groups are discriminated against.
46
“One recent report outlines the tenure types of confiscated land, pointing out that 57% of land confiscated
was customary land, 30% rights based on occupation-usage and 8% where land rights were purchased.
According to this report, there was no consultation prior to confiscation in the vast majority of cases, and the
same applies to receipt of compensation. This study indicates that land was confiscated by the following
entities: military 47.7%, government department 18.8%, company 13.9%, local authority 5.8%, foreign
company 4.4%, military with government department and company 1.3%, military with government
department 1.3%, government department with local authority 1%, individual 1%, ethnic armed group 0.9%,
government department with company 0.4%, military with company 0.4%, unknown 3.1%.” (Scott and Arraiza
2017)
47
The Central Bank of Myanmar has listed land and buildings, gold, diamonds and precious stones, savings
certificates, government treasury bonds, fixed deposits, credit certifications and credit guarantees as
collaterals. On February 1, 2019, it also permitted banks to lend money at higher interest rates (16%), if
borrowers pledge other forms of collateral or are not able to provide collateral.
https://www.mmtimes.com/news/central-bank-permits-loans-without-collateral-16pc-interest-rate.html
48
http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/mya152783.pdf
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in formal financial institutions (Tambunlertchai 2018). Hence, bringing financial institutions closer to
people who have savings, however small, will increase financial inclusion. However, if private
commercial banks then transfer these deposits for investment purposes from the periphery to the
urban metropolis, the extension of the banking sector’s scope does not support development in the
periphery. A mechanism would be needed that can reverse such capital outflows. This means that the
operations of the Regional State Development Bank, for example a Kachin State Development Bank,
would have the statutory rights and practical facilities to provide banking services in restricted and
forbidden territories, which are often under the control of Ethnic Armed Organisations.
Third, banking depends on trust. After half a century of civil war, the trust that keeps the country
together has become a scarce commodity in Myanmar. Many ethnic minorities do not believe that
they would be treated equally by institutions that are controlled from the centre. They wish to have
an institution that they can trust and control. If the country is to become coherent and united, this
wish must correspond to the basic idea of federalism.
Over recent decades, several ethnic communities have set up microcredit unions, which are savings
arrangements below the official microfinance law levels. Yet, from our close studies from Kachin and
Northern Shan States, it emerges clearly that microcredit unions do not have the capacity to make a
leap forward to greater financial inclusion, although they do provide useful welfare services. We
provide evidence in the Annexes of this report. Average incomes in these communities are too low to
generate significant savings for larger investment projects. Microcredit unions collect local savings and
either lend it to local members or simply keep them as deposits in accounts with the commercial bank.
The bank then uses them for financing larger investment projects in the centre regions. In the first
case, the volume is low, in the second it is lost for the periphery. This makes balanced growth
impossible. Even leveraging their activities by external funds from international NGOs would only
marginally improve the situation. Hence, a new approach is needed.
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Extending financial inclusion: the Kachin State Development Bank as a model

The conflict between the Myanmar government, the military (the Tatmadaw), and the many ethnic
armed organisations (EAO) has been the defining feature of Myanmar’s history of the last 70 years. It
has served as justification for the unyielding rule of the Military, even after the NLD government came
to share power in 2016. It has also been a major obstacle for the development of a functioning market
economy and balanced economic growth in the country. Although the conflict has many roots and
innumerable facets, in the end it boils down to economic grievances. Ethnic minorities have felt
discriminated against by the Burman majority and the military elites, who use the Tatmadaw to control
the prosperous heartland, repress the local labour force and reap monopoly rents from controlling
natural resources. If Myanmar truly wants to become “a peaceful, prosperous and democratic
country” (Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2018), this history has to change.
When the NLD-led government under the leadership of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi came into office in
2016, it gave high priority to the Peace Process with several rounds of the “21st Century Panglong
peace talks”.49 The political vision for this peace process was the creation of a democratic and federal
Union – an idea that finds the support from ethnic groups as well. The problem, however, remains
implementation. Today, the Peace process is stuck, even if it has not been formally terminated. To a
large degree, this failure is due to the very formal tri-partite negotiations between the government,
the Military, and the coordinated ethnic armed organisations (EAO). Haggling over forms, procedures
and principles seems to have taken precedence over substantive issues.
Hopefully, the Peace process will resume after the elections in 2020. One important lesson learned is
that no solution can be found unless the stakes are sufficiently high for every party to have something
to loose from not complying with a future agreement. In other words, a win-win strategy is needed.
This is where economics comes in. Sustainable peace in Myanmar requires balanced growth between
the metropolitan centre and the periphery where most of the ethnic minorities live and financial
inclusion is a necessary condition for such development.
Rebalancing wealth over time requires substantial investment in the peripheral regions. Large-scale
investment may lift average growth in Yangon, Mandalay or Naypyidaw, but growth in the
metropolitan centres alone is insufficient for the development in the country as a whole. Poor regions
receive already important transfers from the Union government, but Myanmar’s fiscal capacity is
insufficient to generate enough income for redistribution to overcome inequalities and appease the
periphery. The question is, therefore, how to stimulate economic activities in the peripheral States of
the Union.

Connecting the periphery
To go beyond the monocentric development, the “two-polar strategy with enhanced connectivity”
proposed by Kudo and Kumagai (2012) offers an option. Enhanced connectivity would seek to
integrate peripheral regions into an increasingly closer network of economic transactions with the
growth centres Yangon and Mandalay, and with the neighbouring regions in Yunnan and down the
Mekong and Salween (Thanlwin) Rivers. Such decentralized network integration requires fostering
49

The first Panglong Conference was held in February 1947. It was a historic meeting that took place at
Panglong in Shan States between the Shan, Kachin and Chin ethnic minority leaders and Gen. Aung San, head
of the interim Burmese government and father of Aung San Suu Kyi. All these leaders unanimously decided at
the time to join the Union of Burma after independence from Britain.
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and supporting the business capacities of local communities by trade and investment. Enhanced
connectivity between centre and periphery means strengthening the connections of transport and
infrastructure within the country and developing economic activities in the peripheral States that
benefit from spill over with neighbouring regions in China and Thailand. It is a strategy for developing
Kachin, Shan, Karen and Mon States. However, unless it is properly managed, it is not without risks.
Generating local genuine development in the border regions is a broader task than setting up
prestigious and high-powered cooperation between the governments of Myanmar, China and other
states. Some high-powered projects have been agreed between the Myanmar and Chinese
governments, for example for the construction of hydroelectric power plants. Others have been
pushed by large Chinese-led consortia with very few spillovers to benefit the local Myanmar
economy.50 In addition, local markets are flooded by cheap consumer goods from Chinese suppliers
who buy raw materials and unprocessed agricultural goods from Myanmar’s boarder regions. The
resulting trade deficit (much of it unrecorded) is then financed by Chinese capital inflows, often buying
land in Myanmar. This situation turns Chinese investors effectively into bankers for the Myanmar
border regions. Local Kachin, Shan, and Karen business communities have very little power to
influence these financial decisions as long as they have no bank of their own. In many respects, their
dependence on foreign neighbours is worse than their need to rely on monopolistic commercial banks
in Yangon.
Whether investment projects funded from the metropolitan centre or abroad will have integrating
effects depends on spillovers on local firms. They can be positive or negative, depending on whether
local firms improve or worsen their performance as a result of such investment. They have positive
effects if they bring new technology and knowledge that improves productivity. They exert negative
effects if increased competition in local markets undermines the performance of local firms. The
balance between these two forces determine the overall effect of distant and foreign firms on local
enterprises.51 There are many examples in Southeast Asia, where overwhelming Chinese investment
has evicted local businesses. However, regional cross-border integration can activate positive
spillovers, provided local people have the means to invest and compete and build up their own
businesses. This is where a Regional State Development Bank can play a crucial role by improving
access to finance for local business communities, so that the endogenous accumulation of capital will
generate prosperity, which these regions have never seen. At the same time, it helps Myanmar to
sustain its sovereignty in the face of an overpowering neighbour.

50

An example is the vast development project at Shwe Kokko, a tiny fishing village, less than 15 kms north of
Myawaddy, where in mid-2018 the Myanmar Investment Commission granted the Chinese Yatai Group, an
arm of the Beijing bureaucracy, approval for a small development on 25 acres. The project now vastly exceeds
the initial plans, with the final size of the development expected to take the size of Hong Kong, covering nearly
3,000 acres to accommodate an airport, casinos, universities, offices, accommodation and all the other
requirements of a city of this size. The investment to make this project possible amounts to MMK 23.35 trillion
(US$15 billion), financed entirely by China. See: U Ba Tin, Shwe Kokko - A Secret Chinese City; Mizzima 09
February 2020 (http://mizzima.com/article/shwe-kokko-secret-chinese-city)
51
Research on foreign direct investment has found that benefits for local firms come through two main
channels: Contractual linkages between foreign firms and local suppliers that promote the form,al
transmission of knowledge and practices, which may help domestic suppliers upgrade their technical and
quality standards. Demonstration effects, in which local firms imitate foreign technologies or managerial
practices either through observation or by hiring workers trained by the foreign companies (Reyes 2018). This
logic is also applicable to regional integration within one country that has regions of different development
levels.
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Going beyond financial cooperatives and MFIs
What is the best strategy to expand financial inclusion in Kachin State and other less developed regions
in Myanmar? Our evidence supports the conclusion that most bank loans are financing development
in the metropolitan centre and not in the periphery. Because the highly concentrated private banking
system is unlikely to generate balanced growth, a financial institution is needed which is closer to the
local community than a private bank with head office in Yangon, but it must also be capable of funding
larger investment projects than traditional cooperatives and MFIs. This does not mean that
cooperatives and MFIs have no role in this development, but rather that they need to scale up.
To improve financial inclusion for the local population, the Kachin Baptist Convention has set up a
network of Microcredit Unions (MCU), covering more than 200,000 members in over 200 MCUs. In
northern Shan State, Wong Metta Credit Unon is the most extensive Buddhist temple-based savingsand-loan scheme in Myanmar. It has more than 140,000 members in 400 credit unions located in
temples primarily in Shan and Kachin State.52 These financial cooperatives and microcredit institutions
are certainly useful for combating poverty, but unfortunately, they have only limited impact for
economic development in the peripheral regions.
One reason is that they depend on external banks for the provision of liquidity. Yet, without a formal
banking status, non-bank financial institutions have no access to central bank liquidity. By creating
State Development Banks, it becomes possible to channel to central bank liquidity into the periphery.
A State Development Bank could support such a socially necessary network of cooperatives and MFIs
by ensuring that they have sufficient access to central bank liquidity, but it would also broaden the
scale by financing larger investment project of private and public nature.
Why focus on banks for Regional or State development? Helping the poor to eat is one thing, helping
them to produce food is another thing. Balanced economic growth requires the peripheral Regions
and States to develop vibrant businesses and that can only happen if entrepreneurs can borrow in
order to invest. While private market forces must drive investment, the periphery’s attractiveness is
handicapped by weak public infrastructure, lack of skills and high transaction costs. This assigns an
important role to local authorities, especially to the administrations of the States in the Union of
Myanmar, but also to local townships and villages. The Union government cannot do everything.
Economic development is driven by the private sector. The government can set the general
framework, but local government with local knowhow could do the concrete implementation more
efficiently. In federalist states, this assignment of responsibilities is called the principle of subsidiarity.
However, in the present institutional environment in Myanmar, local authorities dispose only over
minimal financial means. They are dependent on transfers from the Union government, and these
transfers are the higher the poorer a region is.53 The financial dependency on the Union government
does not allow State authorities and local business communities to take their own destiny into their
hands.
In Germany, savings bank (Sparkassen) have functioned as an important lever for financing local
infrastructure below the Federal government. In Myanmar, the structure is different, but the needs
of State governments are similar. However, German savings and cooperative banks were able to fulfil
these functions, because they had the status of full-fledged banks with access to the central bank. In
Myanmar, cooperatives and MFIs depend on commercial banks for the provision with liquidity, which
constrains their capacity to lend. A full-fledged Regional Development Bank would have access to
52
53

For details, see Annex.
See (Collignon 2018)
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liquidity from the central bank, which it could use to stimulate investment in regional projects. This
would reverse the flow of money from the centre to the periphery.
A Kachin State pilot project
As a pilot project for a local development bank we propose a Kachin State Development Bank, which,
if successful, would inspire other Regions and States, including Shan, Chin, Kayah and Rakhine States.
Kachin State is predestined for a pilot project for several reasons. First, in Kachin State a vibrant local
business community has emerged in recent years. The approximately 500 entrepreneurs united in the
Kachin Ethnic Business Association bring together different businesses, religions and ethnic
denominations. The members have the typical profile of SMEs with annual business turnovers
between USD 10,000 and USD 5 million. Such businesses require larger credit facilities for expansion
than microcredit unions could provide and their owners complain that they do not get access to loans
as they need.54 For example, investing into an additional oven for a bakery or new equipment for a
private hospital requires larger funds than micro credit is able to raise.
Secondly, it is a peripheral State in the North East of Myanmar, close to China. Transport and
communication to central Myanmar (Mandalay, Naypyidaw, and Yangon) exist, but the infrastructure
is weak, which keeps Kachin fairly isolated. This means that local development is dependent on the
local community, which needs increased access to finance. On the other hand, connections of (licit
and illicit) trade with China are well established, although there is a danger that the State’s economy
is taken over by China. Hence, there is natural connectivity, which would allow local businesses to
grow through domestic and foreign trade and integrate this with the growth centres in central
Myanmar, provided the regional economy is strengthened to cope with Chinese competition and
investors.
Third, Kachin State is resource-rich. A large share of Myanmar’s natural resource wealth is
concentrated here. This offers an advantage for setting up a bank, because it allows mobilizing
investment into the bank from a significant number of wealthy individuals. It also means local
businesses may find good collateral for loans. However, natural resources are also a disadvantage. To
be rich in natural resources is no guarantee for economic development; in fact, the opposite is true.
Economists call resource curse the paradox that countries with an abundance of natural resources,
tend to have less economic growth, less democracy, and worse development outcomes than countries
with fewer natural resources. The reason is not only volatile resource prices and overvalued exchange
rates, but most importantly the conflict over access. Politics takes a nasty turn as groups are in intense
and often violent competition for power, wealth and resource revenues. Instead of developing the
skills and productivity of local people, the elites that control the revenue stream become rich with
little additional effort while those without access to the resources are left far behind. The in-groups
can ignore the rest of the population since they control the government and military. Investment in
education or technology – the real drivers for economic development - only pays off for people who
migrate, unless they are linked to the powerful. Thus, rich resources may create toxic politics, which
destroy the true sources of long-term wealth creation (Dapice 2016).
Many indicators show Myanmar to suffer from the resource curse. Conflicts over natural resources
(precious stones, gold, forests) have overshadowed the politics of Kachin State for decades. At
present, most of that wealth is going to private and foreign interests and the attempt of controlling
this revenue have been a major cause for ethnic conflict and civil war. The military regime has taken
54

Visit by the author in January 2020.
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control of many resources. Ethnic minorities have resisted the exploitation by military elites and the
natural resources have provided them with the means to do so. Myanmar will only turn into “a
peaceful, prosperous and democratic country” when all people in the periphery have reasons to
expect that they will be participating fairly in the State’s future development. This brings financial
inclusion into focus. A Kachin State Development Bank could help to mobilize financial resources for
productive purposes, which would yield long run economic benefits. This is true for private
investment, but also for government policy. The temporary windfall gains from natural resources need
management in the interest of the community. Some resource-rich countries, like Norway, have
developed financial institutions, which transform the income flow from natural resources into long
run income from sustainable investment. A Kachin State Development Bank could assume a similar
function by redirecting monopoly rents from natural resources into productive investment by SMEs,
while making sure that these benefits are enjoyed fairly by local people.55
Fourth, the fact that the Kachin population is relatively small (less than 1.7 million in 2014), has the
advantage that the Kachin community is internally well connected. The local elites know and trust
each other to a large degree, and this could support financial inclusion because it facilitates peer
monitoring of local debtors. The Wong Metta Credit Union, the Buddhist savings-and-loan scheme in
Shan and Kachin State, has had a similar experience (see annex). Trust is a precondition for good
banking and the close ties among Kachin can be leveraged for building a successful Kachin State
Development Bank. Hence, the social makeup of the Kachin community lends itself to building a new
financial institution.
A political opportunity for peace
There is, however, another important reason for setting up the Kachin State Development Bank. It is
Peace. After half a century of civil war between the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and the
Tatmadaw, people are tired of this war. However, one cannot ignore that the conflict was fuelled by
the economic discrimination against the local population. By setting up a bank with the specific
purpose to support local development, the Union government in Naypyitaw would signal that it is
serious about creating “a peaceful, prosperous and democratic country”. For the KIA and Kachin ethnic
groups in general, this would be a token of commitment to the peace process. For the Kachin business
community it would be an opportunity to expand their businesses, create new jobs, improve skills and
participate in the growing wealth of the country. Setting up a Kachin State Development Bank is
therefore a win-win situation for everyone and should be an element in the Peace settlement.

Setting up the Kachin State Development Bank
The need to improve financial inclusion exists in all Regions and States of Myanmar. In this context it
is highly relevant that the three fast growing municipalities Yangon, Mandalay or Naypyidaw all have
city development banks that are fully state owned and operate with commercial bank licences. The
management of these banks is appointed by the Union government and receives salaries like civil
servants. These banks are rich in cash, which they receive from selling municipal land. This money is
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Today’s constitutional arrangement are not necessarily generating trust or fairness. For example, during the
COVIT-19 crisis, a group of local businessmen collected nearly half a million US dollars to invest into upgrading
a hospital in Kachin State. They gave this money to the Kachin State government, expecting that their local
savings would be spent by the local government on local hospitals. However, apparently under constitutional
obligations, the money was then transferred to the Union government and did not benefit the local
population. Such experiences undermine all good will and would make setting up a Kachin State Development
Bank counterproductive.
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then invested in projects within the territory of the municipality.56 Typical projects are building roads,
hospitals or schools. Selling land means the municipality issues property titles, which can be used as
collateral for borrowing. These banks also support local business activities by lending to small and
medium size enterprises against soft collateral (like car licences) or providing insurance. In Naypyitaw
the loan volume is of the order of MMK 20 billion (USD 13 mio), which finance government projects,
and MMK 200 billion (USD 130 mio) loans granted to the private sector.57 These city development
banks provide a model that could be adapted to the peripheral States. Nevertheless, some specific
consideration must be taken into account.
•

•

•

•

First of all, the Kachin State Development Bank must be able to conduct its business in full
independence from political (and military) interferences. This implies that the bank is a
commercial bank in the legal framework and under the financial regulatory supervision from
the Myanmar Central Bank. It is not allowed to take any instructions from the Union
government and its organs.
Second, the licence is restricted to doing business in Kachin State. This differentiates it from
commercial banks with national ambitions and ensures that the bank’s management is deeply
rooted in the local community.
Third, the bank’s purpose is to support the development in Kachin State, which requires
financing small and medium companies in the private sector, as well as larger infrastructure
projects. This turns the bank into a natural partner for the Kachin State government. However,
under today’s constitutional reality, the Region and State governments have little authority
and are extremely restricted in their financial resources to implement local growth-enhancing
policies. The experience in Germany has shown that the close cooperation between local
banks (Sparkassen) and local governments (State governments) has been the main driver
behind balanced economic growth. This would imply that in a federal Union State
governments have a greater say in designing local policies.
Most importantly, the bank must gain the trust of local populations. This requires that
management and staff are representative of the local population and the geographic diversity
of the State.

The structure for the Kachin State Development Bank (KSDB)
We will now suggest a possible structure for such a bank. The detailed statutes and by-laws will have
to be decided, of course, by the founders of the bank.
The statutory purpose of the KSDB is to support and finance economic development in the Kachin
State, and only there, by providing the full range of financial services from deposit taking to payment
services (including transfers by mobile phones), insurance, hire purchase, loan granting to local small
and medium sized enterprises, and to finance the State government’s investment into local
infrastructure.
The KSDB would be a bank with the full commercial licence granted by the Central Bank of Myanmar.
Because the central bank is the lender of last resort, it has to provide all banks with sufficient liquidity.
The KSDB would therefore be subject to the financial supervision by the central bank and have direct
access to central bank liquidity. This fact allows the KSDB to reverse the capital drain from the State
to the metropole. Investment will be financed in Kachin State. The funds come from borrowing at the
Central Bank and the emerging money market or by using bank deposits from Kachin State. The KSDB
56
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The NPT city development bank has recently received authorisation to be active outside its territory.
Source: author’s interview in January 2020.
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would also be able to refinance itself at lower cost than Non-Bank Financial Institutions, which is an
obvious competitive advantage.
The KSDB ought to become the privileged bank for financial cooperatives and microfinance
institutions. This would help to overcome the liquidity bottlenecks, which have hampered financial
cooperatives and microcredit institutions repeatedly, especially in crises. Loans from the KSDB could
complement the limited loan volume by these non-bank financial institutions.
Ownership
The novelty of the Kachin State Development Bank consists in its ownership structure. We have seen
that private commercial banks issue their capital to a limited number of private investors who are
motivated by profit; financial cooperatives are owned by their members, who seek to support their
collective interests. Public banks support public authorities. In Germany, savings banks even belong to
the municipalities for which they are an important financing tool in local investment projects. Our
KSDB would integrate these three dimensions.
The KSDB would have the status of a commercial bank, although with a special mission. In accordance
with Myanmar Central Bank regulations, the KSDB would need a starting capital of USD 12 million.
•

•

•

•

•

50% of the share capital (i.e. USD 6 million) would be paid up by the private sector, consisting
of a mix of private investors, local cooperatives and microcredit institutions from within the
Kachin State. Because there are numerous high net worth individuals in Kachin State, private
investors can make a significant contribution to the bank’s share capital.
Part of this private sector capital (say USD 2 million) would be reserved to local cooperative
financial institutions and microcredit institutions. Instead of putting their cash balances in one
of the large commercial bank, these small-scale financial institutions would use the KSDB as
their financial vehicle.58 By becoming a shareholder in the bank, they would be represented
on the board and be able to influence the bank’s commercial strategy. The KSDB could
therefore play a role in developing the cooperative and microfinance sector with its useful
welfare services.
The KSDB also has the vocation to support regional development through investment by local
authorities and the State government. For this reason, the Kachin State government would
ultimately become the shareholder of the other 50%. This is inspired by the German
Sparkassen model. The State would be represented on the Board of the bank. However, the
bank’s management must be formally independent from political interference and board
representation must be equal between the private, cooperative and the public sector.
If the setting up of the Kachin State Development Bank is part of the peace settlement, and
given that the KIA controls large parts of the State territory, the KIA could also become a
shareholder in the bank after a peace agreement. Representatives of KIA should then be
represented on the board of directors.
The Union government has no shares or board representation. However, given that the Kachin
State is presently cash starved, it could be envisaged that the Union government gives a loan
to the State government through which the State’s participation would be financed. During
that time one seat on the board could be reserved for a Union government representative.
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For example in Annex 3, we show that the KBC’s Humanitarian Development Department set up Sut Shanan
Company Limited as a commercial holding company that provides some limited financial services. Sut Shanan
would become a shareholder in KSDB and transfer its financial business to the bank. It would also be
represented on the bank’s board of directors and benefit from the higher efficiency of a specialized bank.
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The new bank would face a serious constraint in terms of banking skills. Building up a new
institution is a challenging task. External aid is required. For this reason, it would be desirable
that a foreign bank would take up a portion of the Kachin State’s capital share for a limited
period, say 15-20 years. The foreign bank could invest, for example, USD 4 million (i.e. a third
of the total capital), hence requiring only USD 2 million to come from the Kachin State
government. As a major shareholder, the foreign bank would contribute to setting up
management procedures and building the necessary human capital that would allow the bank
to be run as a local institution. After this work is completed, the Kachin State would take over
the share capital held by the foreign bank. The distribution of share capital is shown in Figure
15.

The head office of the new bank would be located in Myitkyina. At least in the early stage, the bank
may not need to set up branches, but could use existing financial cooperatives and MFIs that are
shareholders in the bank for this purpose. Using the network of mobile phone banking for setting up
an efficient payment system would be a cost-effective way to provide services even in remote areas
of the State.
Figure 15.

KSDB Share Capital
(USD millions)

Private sector
Individuals

Foreign partner, $4

Individuals, $4

Coops&MFI
Public sector
Kachin State

Kachin State, $2

Foreign partner

Coops&MFI, $2
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Conclusion
Myanmar is in an early phase of its transition to a modern democratic country and, as one has
witnessed in recent years, steps back are not excluded. Nevertheless, the move towards building “a
peaceful, prosperous, and democratic federal Union” (Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2018) is a
shared common vision for a large majority of citizens. Democracy means individuals are free to decide
how they wish to live on their own and in security with others. To protect this freedom is the task for
a democratic government.
To turn this vision into reality many reforms are required. In this report, we have focussed on how to
transform the Myanmar economy so that it can develop a dynamic middle class, which would become
the foundation of a modern democracy. Individual freedom is best preserved in a market economy,
but without a well-functioning banking system, markets cannot develop. It is true that markets can
fail and governments need to correct such failure. But it is also true that governments can be a
hindrance and stifle the market rather than facilitate growth and development (Todaro and Smith
2015). The challenge for Myanmar is to find the right balance.
Federalism aims at the decentralisation of power. Decentralisation is good when it improves the
efficiency of providing policy solutions to problems that are specific to the local level. Central
government is needed when local decisions have spillover effects in other areas. Federalism can also
prevent the hijacking of the central government by partial interests, poor governance and corruption.
Again, a balance is needed between too much decentralisation, which can cause gridlock and
inefficiencies, and too much centralisation, which prevents individual initiatives.
Federalism has also implications for the banking system. Banks are the pivot on which markets hang.
They provide cash to firms who use it to invest, create jobs, and increase productivity and output, but
a highly concentrated and centralised banking system will not support balanced growth. It will fuel
economic activity in the urban centres. Furthermore, a small group of friends and cronies who grant
credit to themselves can capture a centralised banking system as easily as a government without the
controls of the division of power. Germany’s transition from fascism and communism to democracy
was rooted in the creation of social market economy, which combined a federalist government with
macroeconomic stability and a diversified banking system. This system was a political decision after
the Nazi dictatorship, which did not depend on economic development, but of course, it received the
support of Western governments (especially USA and UK). The same is true for South Korea, which
was the sixth poorest country in the world in the early 1950 and is today the 26th-richest country, next
to Italy and richer than the European Union on average.59
Myanmar’s banking system is young and in full evolution. However, at present it tends to two
extremes: while the Myanmar Central Bank is the source of all liquidity, large private commercial
banks, together with some Union government-owned banks, allocate this liquidity to investors. They
finance large investment projects, which are the driver of economic growth, and they channel their
lending into the Yangon growth centre. On the other end, we find Non-Bank Financial Institutions,
primarily financial cooperatives and microcredit institutions, that provide welfare support to the poor,
but cannot accelerate economic growth significantly. There is a niche for regional development banks
between these two extremes. Such banks must focus on lending to small and medium size enterprises
and to public authorities below the Union level. Decentralization of the banking system in this sense
59

International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Economic Outlook. October 2019. Retrieved 1 January 2020. For
Korea’s experiences with fiscal federalism see (Ter-Minassian 1997) and (Forman, Dougherty and Blöchliger
2020).
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has the advantage that regional development banks can rely on higher degrees of trust and have a
better capacity to monitor their debtors, which would strengthen sustainable growth in Myanmar.
However, without an end to ethnic persecution and civil war, Myanmar will not find the stability
required for developing a peaceful, prosperous and democratic country. Kachin State has long been a
prime battleground for ethnic conflict. Setting up a Kachin State Development Bank could be a signal
for a real commitment to a peaceful settlement. The bank would serve as a pledge in the peace
negotiations, but once it starts operating, it would unfold new initiatives for economic development
and prosperity. By exporting this success to other States and Regions, the Kachin State Development
Bank would contribute to the diversity of the Myanmar financial system, which would lay the
economic grounds for a peaceful, prosperous and federal democratic country.
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Annex: Material about Cooperatives and Microcredit Unions in Kachin
and Shan States
The following material was collected by Khin La Pyae Soe and Suzie Phyo (both DGRV) and coordinated
by Stefan Collignon. We provide three documents on KBC, MCU and Shan State cooperatives.

Annex 1 . Humanitarian Development and the Kachin Baptist Convention (KBC)
Many people in Kachin State are Christian. For over a century, the Kachin Baptist Convention (KBC)
has been active in promoting human development in Kachinland. Inspired by its religious convictions,
it has set up support structure to help the community economically. We give here a short summary of
the KBC, its MicroCredit Unions (MCUs) and a commercial holding company Sut Shanan Company
Limited.

Kachin Baptist Convention (KBC)
The Kachin Baptist Association program formation was started in 1910 and registered as Kachin Baptist
Conventions (KBC) in 1950. Today there are 15 KBC zones across Myanmar. 200 microcredit unions
(MCUs) were created at the level of 400 churches. The estimated members of MCUs are 100,000 out
of 400,000 KBC members. The humanitarian and development department of KBC (HDD) employs 300
staffs in total.

KBC
15 Zones
400 Churches
(200 MCUs at
Church
Levels)
>400,000 members
( ~100,000 MCUs
members)

The KBC grounds its humanitarian and development work on Christian values and ethics (“In
commitment, Help Carry One Another’s Burdens”) and sets the values, vision, mission, and objectives
for overall Humanitarian and Development.
It pays special attention on the following fundamental values:
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Living with dignity
Commitment
Justice and peace
Honesty and responsiveness
Compassion
Truth
Love
Spiritual Life
Unity and Solidarity
Non-discrimination
Empathy with those suffering, looking at them as our brothers and sisters
Baptist creed and heritage of founding fathers.
Being genuine disciples
God trusteeship on environment and wildlife
Participation of affected people Impartiality Independence
Transparency & Accountability
Efficiency.

KBC’s five mission points are as follows:
1. KBC through its integrated community Development Department has a dual Humanitarian
and Development mandate. KBC takes responsibility in addressing the suffering provoked by
man-made or natural disasters and the consequences of poverty due to injustice and unfair
distribution of goods and resources.
2. Both dimensions are equally important. KBC’s development and humanitarian works are
based on the defence of Human dignity of every single and all persons. This dignity is a
precious gift of God that KBC is committed to protect and defend.
3. KBC’s Humanitarian mandate is to take responsibility on assisting, helping and protecting the
most vulnerable communities in the country, regardless of whether affected by man-made
or natural disasters, defending their dignity and rights in a holistic manner (human, economic,
social, cultural)
4. KBC’s development mandate is to enable all communities, working together with church
communities in order to enhance spiritual, standard of living, economic, education, health,
culture and environments.
5. KBC implements its dual mandate based on Christian values, the defence of the universal
Human Rights and International Humanitarian Principles and Standards.
KBC Humanitarian and Development Overall objectives are:
1. To protect the life with dignity of the people affected by humanitarian crises; providing them
with effective, timely, impartial and non-discriminatory humanitarian assistance to satisfy
basic needs.
2. To enhance abilities, skills, knowledge and resources of people affected by structural poverty
or by humanitarian crises to enable them to re-establish their self-reliant and sustainable
livelihoods.
3. To enhance active participation of communities in the management of development programs
and in case of Disasters of the Humanitarian assistance provided, as well as its linkage with
future development interventions.
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Annex 2. Background of Micro Credit Unions (MCUs) in Kachin
Micro Credit Unions (MCUs) were created in 1995, under the umbrella of Kachin Baptist Convention
(KBC), as a Church-based savings and loans scheme. The purpose was to build the capacity for the
development of the Kachin community, which is predominantly Christian. Today, approximately 200
MCUs with more than 100,000 members are mostly located in churches in Kachin State, although
some are also located in Shan State. The main membership criterion for all MCUs is that one must be
a member of KBC.
We visited two focal zones, Myitkyina (MYT) and Waimaw (WM). There are 40 MCUs under MYT zone
and 20 MCUs in WM. Among them, two MCUs from MYT and one from WM were interviewed on how
they operate the savings and loans scheme with the guidelines given by KBC.

Brief Comparison observed on three MCUs

Descriptions/MCUs

Mali Yang

Bay Thani

Warshawng

Year of establishment

2012

2005

2011

Total Fund

80 million MMK

200 million MMK

70 million MMK

(USD 50K)

(USD 130K)

(USD 46K)

Savings size

2000~100,000
MMK

2000~50,000 MMK

1000~15,000 MMK

Interest rate on Savings

2%

3%

Sharing profits (Once
during eight years)

Loans Scheme

3 times of Savings

5 times of Savings

3 times of Savings

Interest rate on Loans

3%

3%

2%

Sut Shanan shares
bought

Nil

900,000 MMK

10 million MMK

(US 600)

(USD 6,600)

Committee members

15

7

8

MCU members

150

320

364
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Case 1. Mali Yang MCU (Myitkyina Zone)
Mali Yang MCUs is located at the Mali Yang Baptist Church in Myitkyina. It was formed as MCUs since
2012 with 20 members. Their core value is to promote the development of people in their
neighbourhood by providing financial support such as by accepting the deposits and lending out the
money to those who are in need for their business activities. Under the management of fifteen
committee members, it has been grown into 150 members of 50 households. The member has to live
in that area and has to be a church member.
Organizational structure:
Mali Yang MCUs committee is organized with a president, two secretaries, a finance officer, two
accountants, and two auditors. The sub-committee is also formed with five members selected from
15 committee members for the bad loan repayment. Only two accountants are paid, as the permanent
staffs and the rest of the committee are volunteers.
Current Financial Status
The total funding in this MCUs is 80 million MMK. The finance officer holds cash in hand amount
around 200.000 MMK. After deposit and loans are accounted for, the excess money is kept at the
commercial bank under the name of the president and finance officer. As of June 2018, they had
deposited nearly MMK 3 million at Asia Green Development bank (AGD - a private bank) with call
deposit rate (4%~6% per annum). Following the guidebook from KBC, they are keeping all the
necessary book-keeping documents like individual books and ledger books. The balance sheet note is
prepared up to the date.
Savings, loans and repayment scheme
Savings: Each member is expected to save MMK 2000~100,000 per month, depending on the
individual’s capacity. There is no limit on how much they can save at MCUs. Deposits and borrowing
are conducted once a month (1st to 4th day of a month), when member are expected to bring their
savings together with their membership booklets to the MCU. Local volunteers and selected
committee member conduct the business of accepting savings and giving loans at the MCU office in
the church compound. The first three days begin with the depositing of saving and the collecting of
loan repayment. The interest rate on their savings amount is 2% per month. On the last day, the
committee decides on loan disbursement.
Loans and repayment scheme: The entire saving-and-loan process is conducted in the presence of all
the committee members, who are also responsible for assessing the loan applications according to
the rules and regulations they have set in their MCU handbook.
The term of loans is from six month to twelve month and the borrowers have to pay loan amount and
interest within the time span they agreed to. Borrowers must be the members and 18 years and older
are eligible to apply for loans. Every borrowers need to submit loan application one month in advance.
In case, there are more than one member in a household, not all member of the same household can
apply for a new loan if they are doing the same business.
Loan amount: It ranges from MMK 100,000 to MMK 10 million. The criteria take into consideration
the amounts available, how long and how much members have saved, whether they live in the area
of Mali Yang MCU, as well as their personal and family background. The priorities for lending are set
according to their borrower needs. Mostly they have been asked to loan for capital investment in the
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small scales business and farming in that community. Other loans include loans for medical treatment,
and children education
The interest rate: MCU charges borrowers 3% interest per month. Existing savers can borrow up to
three times the amount they have in their saving. However, loans cannot be more than MMK 2 million,
and there must be at least two member guarantors. For those who asked more than MMK 2 million,
they need to bring the collateral (land entitlements or contract of housing ownership or receipts ) and
they have to pay 4% interest per month.
The Repayment Plan depends on the borrower’s capacity even though the rule is to repay within 6
months to 12 months. There is an exception for those who pay the interest regularly. If one makes
regular interest payment even after his or her loans over due in a year, they can extend the payment
term up to two years. The number of bad loans was five since 2012.
Welfare, Outreach and Impact on the community
The affiliation between Mali Yang MCUs and KBC carries significant implications. The one tenth of
money made from one percent interest rate differential is set aside as a donation to KBC for
humanitarian and development activities. The leftover amount is used to disburse as loans to those
who are in need for their agriculture, livestock, and small businesses. Since the Mali Yang MCU has
operated for eight years, the reserve money is growing yearly. The MCU invests excess money, 6
million kyats, in producing pure drinking water, but this business has failed and funds were only
recovered at the disposal amount. With the intention of making profit, they have now bought two
land plots in Myitkyina at MMK 20 million, but the price of the land is currently going down and they
still don’t know how to liquidate those plots.

Case 2: Bay Thani MCU (MyitKyiNa Zone)
Bay Thani MCU started with 10 members as saving and credit union in 2005. It was formed as one of
the MCUs under KBC umbrella by copying the scheme from Ingyan Tone MCU. Seven committee
members are involved in Bay Thani MCU’s Committee. Within 14 years, 320 members from 150
households have participated.
Organizational structure:
Bay Thani MCU’s committee include a president, a secretary, a finance officer, an accountant, and
three committee members. They do not have in-house auditors for their MCU. The auditors from zone
level come twice a year if requested. All the committee members are volunteers.
Current Financial Status
This MCU’s total fund on saving and loans is nearly 200 million Kyats but surprisingly they do not have
much cash in hand. The monthly cash in hand is around 20,000 MMK. As the MCU did not start with
the direct guidelines from KBC, they are weak in preparing consolidated financial statement. Currently,
they have progressed to following the guidelines of KBC’s handbook for MCUs.
Savings, loans and repayment scheme
Savings: Each member is expected to save MMK 2000~50,000 per month with 3% monthly interest
rate, similar to other MCUs, and they also allow outsiders who are not members to save with 1.5%
monthly interest rate. The saving and credits process is done on every 1st, 2nd and 3rd day of the month.
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Loans and repayment: All committee members are responsible for assessing the loan application form.
The terms of the loan go from six to twelve months. Borrowers must be members over the age of 18
years. Loan amounts range from MMK 100,000 to MMK 10 million. The interest rate received from
borrowers is 3% per month. Existing borrowers can borrow up to five times the amount in their savings
but it this also depends on their credit history. For those who have good credit history and are deemed
trustworthy, they get a loan amount up to 10 times they have saved. For those who want to borrow
more than MMK 500,000, there must be at least two member guarantors and they need to bring the
collateral (land entitlement or building ownership contract or receipts). The decision making process
on loan disbursement is done within by all committee members the three days of meeting. The
repayment plan depends on the borrowers’ capacities even though they have rules to repay within 6
months to 12 months. There is an exception for those who pay the interest regularly. Those who
missed the interest payment for a month are fined 500 MMK per month.
Remarks: The Bay Thani MCU does not have an interest differencial between saving and loans.
Although they would like to contribute some money for the KBC’s humanitarian and development
department (HDD) and community welfare, they do not have much cash in hand every month.
The MCU has invested MMK 900, 000 in Sut Shanan, which was known as Rice Bank in 2015. The
members have received 95,000 MMK in return from that investment over the last three years of
investment. The committee members are fully aware that the savings and loans scheme is risky and
they wish to improve it.

Case 3: Washawng MCU ( Waimaw Zone)
Washawng MCU is located at the Washawng Baptist Church in Waimaw Zone. It started as the micro
credit union with the funding 100,000 MMK from KBC since September 2011. In the beginning, there
were around 250 memebers. The MCU has been grown into 364 members.
Organizational structure
The eight-committee members take the roles as a chairperson, a finance officer, an accountant, a
development officer, and four committee members. There is no in-house auditor, but they are audited
by the auditor from Waimaw Baptist Association. All the committee members are volunteers and they
only receive the compensation for their works in activity days.
Current Financial Status
The MCU has deposited excess money of MMK 50 million (UDS 30,000) at the Myanma Economic Bank
(MEB - State-owned Bank) with the monthly interest rate 0.6% (8% per year) on their savings. The
total fund is about MMK 70 million. The Bank Account was opened under the name of two committee
members. The MCU has lent MMK 10 million to the Washawng Baptist Church for building the new
three-storey building and they agreed to get it back in two years without interest. They have donated
MMK 10 million for the humanitarian development of KBC. The total loans amount given out to
borrowers is around MMK 20 million up to now.
Savings, loans and repayment scheme
The saving and borrowing loans activity usually takes place on first Monday of every month.
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Savings: The interest rate per month on loan is 2% and the borrower must pay the interest for the
loan every month. If someone wants to repay a partial of the principal of the loan, this is allowed.
Since 2015, each member is expected to save MMK 1000~15,000 per month. Between 2011 and 2015
the MCU sold shares at 500 MMK per share. They have a rigid policy that no member can save more
than 15,000 MMK per month. No member will earn interest for their savings but they will receive
dividends depending on the profit of their MCU. Only one dividend payment has been made during
the past eight years and all member agree on this dividend payment scheme.
Loans: Washawng MCU follows most of the guidelines instructed in the handbook of KBC. Loan
amounts range from MMK 100,000 to MMK 10 million. Existing savers can borrow up to three times
the amount in their savings. There must be at least three member guarantors. The decision making
process on the disbursement of loan is done by all committee members.
The terms of loans depend on the loan amount. For example, the credit term is six month for the
borrowers who borrow under MMK 300,000.

Significant remarks from consultation with MCUs
It was reported that MCUs hold their mass meetings and zones level meetings, which are arranged by
KBC. All MCUs organize mass meetings that include every member at least twice a year to have more
transparency and accountability. In those meetings, they elect their committee members. Also, they
discuss where and how to invest their excess money at zone level meetings arranged by KBC, the
discussion is mainly about humanitarian development for each zone. The meeting is attended by KBC's
zone directors, Humanitarian Development Department directors and one or two representatives of
each MCUs. In those meetings there is no special agenda for micro credit unions for monitoring and
evaluation on savings and loans scheme. Therefore, some MCUs presente what kinds of technical
support they need (auditing, training, ways of doing businesses).
Recommendation on mass meetings: The management of KBC should promote and provide
information about Sut Shanan Company Limited to all representative of MCUs. The reason is most
MCUs don't know that they can invest their excess money in Sut Shanan as shares holder. This
information should be made available to all members of the MCUs.
Recommendation on Reporting system: There is no regular reporting system between all MCUs and
KBC Head Office. This creates difficulties when KBC want to know the financial strength of all MCUs.
As far as we have learned, KBC has asked for informal reports from MCUs at the zone level mass
meeting. So, the zone level mass meeting could be used to organize and collect necessary data from
MCUs.
Recommendations on technical supports: During focus-group interviews with MCUs from Myitkyina
and Waimaw, they express discontent with their loan system. They repeatedly requested to have
more technical assistance from KBC to strengthen and consolidate their operations system. For
example, providing regular audit for their financial statement and training on financial literacy,
business development and marketing. The MCUs believe that these training and assistance will
promote good investment decisions.
Recommendation to have coordinators: MCUs would like to have zone coordinators who need to be
more efficient and effective when dealing with KBC and Sut Shanan.
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Recommendations for Sut Shanan’s shares: The Sut Shanan’s MD admitted that they did not do
enough promotion to MCUs but he will persuade MCUs to invest more in the future. Currently only
12 MCUs have invested in the Sut Shanan and the total estimated amount is around MMK d 120 million
out of share capital in total MMK 1,000 million.
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Annex 3. Sut Shanan Company Limited
To promote living conditions of the local community, the KBC’s Humanitarian Development
Department set up Sut Shanan Company Limited as a commercial holding company in May 2016. It is
funded by shareholders from KBC Church members, MCUs, Farmers Field School (FFS), and others.
The goal is to become one of the most successful business group within 10 years in Myanmar.

General Principles
Vision:
To be a successful business group for the multipurpose of community development by serving the
people.
Mission:
To cooperate with partners to
•
•
•

become a model for producing quality products.
be a trustworthy business group.
enhance the environment and encourage the production of quality local products.

Values:
•
•
•

Core Value: High quality customer services and high quality products.
Individual Values: Integrity, neatness and good appearance, punctuality, team work spirit,
respect to fellows.
Operational Values: Commitment to excellence service, confidentiality, continuous
improvement, transparency and accountability.

Overall objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To cooperative with the communities as social business/enterprise
To live in a healthy world by producing and providing quality and safety food.
To promote or uplift the living standard of stake holders and to meet their expectation
Recruiting the best human resources and producing the best products
To mitigate the social problem which can be caused by lack of money
To be able to serve the communities by doing business

Business Areas of Sut Shanan:
The following activities are the main Business areas of Sut Shanan:
1. MCUs ( saving and loans),
2. Money Transfer Service (Total 26 money transfer centers across Myanmar)
• Bawngring Money Transfer Service (BMTS)
• Mobile Banking Service (MAB Bank)
• Wave Money
• KBZ Pay
3. Small scale enterprise
• Souvenir and cosmetics shop (Income Generation shop)
• Bakery
• Canteen
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4. Organic product production
• Organic Rice
• Organic Oil
• Organic fertilizer
5. Construction shop and alternative energy
6. Ticketing and Tours
7. Hotels and Tourism
8. Hkanan Local Transportation
9. City Taxi (Car Rental Service)
10. Car Workshop
11. Land Investment

Accounts
Shares and Dividend
The share price of Sut Shanan is MMK 200,000 (USD 130) and the dividend per share is MMK 10,000
(USD 6). Sut Shanan also received savings from outsiders, with amounts varying from MMK 200 million
to MMK 700 million. For outside savings, the company pays interest every three month with rates
referring to KBZ Bank.
Profit & Loss attribution: 70% goes to shareholders as dividend. 10% is used for Sut Shanan business
growth. 10% is for staffs benefit. 5% is contributed as KBC head office to use for development
missions. The last 5% is used for operating office where 30 permanent staffs are employed. Every staff
gets the small staff loans and the benefit to possess staff shares after three years work for Sut Shanan.
Financial Statements
Being a registered company, Sut Shanan has well-organized financial statements with a Finance
Department. The balance sheet is reproduced in Table A. 3.1.
Fixed assets consisted of six vehicles used in Transportations and in the factories (rice, cooking oils,
fertilizers) owned by the company. The total gross profit was MMK 65 million at the end of September
2018 (9 month). See balance sheet below.
Several feature stand out.
•
•

•

The value of total assets of nearly MMK 1 trillion (approximately USD 660,000) is not
negligible, but given that the MCU have 100,000 members, this is an average wealth of USD
6.60 per person.
Sut Shanan is involved with several businesses, some of which (especially organic rice) make
money, while other are (especially edible oil and car rentals, and to a lesser degree the shop
in Myitkyina) are losing money. The gross profit margin of 26% is acceptable, but le elimination
of losses would shift it up to by 10 percentage points to 36%. The governance structure of the
company does not seem to allow prioritizing on profit. Maybe this is the price for
humanitarian development.
Assuming that the item “other income for interest on loan” is income from Loan receivables
on the assets side, the return from money lending at 10% is substantially higher than the
return on total assets of 6.6%
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Connection between KBC, MCUs and Sut Shanan
Sut Shanan and KBC
Initially, Sut Shanan was established to facilitate for the KBC’s Humanitarian Development
Departments (HDD) seeking to do businesses in a sustainable way. In May 2019, KBC and Sut Shanan
mutually agreed that Sut Shanan would be separated from KBC in near future.
Sut Shanan and MCUs
All MCUs have the right to buy their shares of Sut Shanan, although the amount is limited to MMK 20
millions per MCU. Currently, 12 out of 200 MCUs bought these shares. The Sut Shanan made two
dividend payments in 2017 and 2018. Apparently some MCUs are not aware of this opportunity.
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Table A.3.1
Sut Shanan Co. Ltd
MMK

MMK

MMK

MMK/USD
1500
USD
USD
Assets
Liabilities
53,403
159,359
101,916
112,648
12,067
179,126
1,549
4,808
35,197
606,671
660,074

BALANCE SHEET
Fixeds assets
Current assets
Cash in bank
Accts receivable - branches
Investments
Deposits
Loan receivables
Acct receivable - bakery
Stock - edible oil
Trade receivable
Total currentassets
TOTAL ASSETS
CAPITAL
authorized capital
paidup share capital
previous year balance
Net income this perod
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable to HDD
Deposits received for BMTS
TOTAL

Assets
Liabilities
80,104,598
239,039,065
152,874,406
168,972,450
18,100,000
268,688,897
2,324,100
7,212,300
52,795,500
910,006,718
990,111,316

-

500,000,000
1,023,150,000
112,401,363
67,702,228
978,450,865
660,450
11,000,000
990,111,315

USD

333,333
682,100
-74,934
45,135
652,301
440
7,333
660,074

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT

Organic rice
Edible Oil
Ticket
Transfer fees
Canteen
Car gate
IG Shop
Total

Revenue
Cost of sales
Contribution
169,240,532
109,989,800
59,250,732
13,236,600
33,349,000
-20,112,400
3,666,250
1,906,400
1,759,850
30,171,550
30,171,550
14,688,000
14,852,850
-164,850
4,399,900
8,754,700
-4,354,800
13,834,050
14,753,600
-919,550
249,236,882
183,606,350
65,630,532

GROSS PROFIT
OTHER INCOME
Contribution from HDD
Contribution from Eco Farm
Interest on loan
Bank interest
Commission
Profit on sale of vehicle
Other income total
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Admin
Ake Frarm
RBF Project
Bank charges
Communication
Hpakant expenses
MDY expenses
YG expenses
Salary
Stationary
Travel
Green Shop
Depreciatio of assets
Administrative expenses total
NET PROFIT

65,630,532
5,050,800
1,100,000
27,790,850
2,723,288
15,000
1,500,000
38,179,938

Revenue
Cost of sales
Contribution
112,827.02
73,326.53
39,500
8,824.40
22,232.67
-13,408
2,444.17
1,270.93
1,173
20,114.37
20,114
9,792.00
9,901.90
-110
2,933.27
5,836.47
-2,903
9,222.70
9,835.73
-613
166,157.92
122,404.23
43,754
43,753.69
3,367.20
733.33
18,527.23
1,815.53
10.00
1,000.00
25,453.29

1,034,250
1,183,900
672,050
67,500
897,500
1,947,000
2,159,800
927,000
18,242,000
809,000
119,500
2,886,400
5,162,342
36,108,242

689.50
789.27
448.03
45.00
598.33
1,298.00
1,439.87
618.00
12,161.33
539.33
79.67
1,924.27
3,441.56
24,072.16

67,702,228

45,134.82
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Annex 4. Wong Metta Credit Union in Shan State
Wong Metta Credit Union
Founded by a group of lay Buddhists and monastics in Shan State in 2008, Wong Metta Credit Union
is the most extensive temple-based savings-and-loan scheme in Myanmar. It has more than 140,000
members in 400 credit unions located in temples primarily in Shan State, with a few in Mandalay
Region, Bago Region, and Kachin State. In a country where less than 20 per cent of the population
have direct access to formal banking services, temple-based credit unions such as Wong Metta offer
an invaluable alternative for poor rural villagers, most of whom have little or no understanding of
the financial world.
In July 2016, (20) Wong Metta credit unions form Lashio Township has been granted with permanent
license from the Ministry of Finance and Planning to operate as Micro Finance Institutions (MFI) under
the name Wong Metta Savings and Credit Association.
Governance and Organizational Structure
Wong Metta Savings and Credit Union is headed by the General Assembly that meets and re-elect
board members and officers every two years while emergency meeting is held every six months. The
board is composed of 60 members of whom 30 sit as assistant members.
Wong Metta Savings and Credit Union has three major operations - education, Wong Metta Credit
Unions and Heng Metta cooperative stores.
Under education operation, it has committee members. The Education Committee is in charge of
managing and organizing the funds. This committee looks after the number of teachers needed and
determine the salary of teachers. There are at least 175 teachers as of this report. The committee
operates from the township level to village level. Education Fund Officer manage the fund while the
Kindergarten Trainer trains the teachers.
The Wong Metta Credit Union works at different level. The township level committee is responsible
on the provision of training and training activities, while the village level committee have its own
structure and activities of savings and loan.
The third operation, Heng Metta is the cooperative stores and shops selling constructions, agriculture
and fertilizer, seeds and communication supplies from Telenor. There are five cooperative stores
operating in five townships. Eleven board members and run by three staff members -Manager, Cashier
and Accountant, govern Heng Metta. Four staff operate Telenor shop.
Wong Metta Savings and Credit Union Group - How it operates
The villagers meet once a month at the monastery to save a certain set amount of savings. Wong
Metta staff and volunteers then update savings passbook into local Shan language. The volunteers
and staff count the savings collected and hand it over to a Committee of local elders who are
responsible for deciding whom to dispense loans to.
The villagers meet once a month at the monastery to save a certain set amount of savings. Wong
Metta staff and volunteers then update savings passbook into local Shan language. The volunteers
and staff count the savings collected and hand it over to a Committee of local elders who are
responsible for deciding whom to dispense loans to.
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No money is kept and collected savings and interest payments are dispersed out as loans on the same
day. The people who take out loans pay 2% to 3% interests. Half of the interest rate payment goes
towards a village welfare fund while the rest is paid back to members. The social welfare fund is critical
in helping the community deal with social emergencies and financial hardships associated with
villagers' births, deaths, sick and old-ages. Some community-savings group charges slightly higher
interest rate but no more than 4%.
For remote villages and towns in the Shan state with no access to banks, Wong Metta has
revolutionized how community-led village savings group can operate.
More significantly, Wong Metta upholds the traditional role of the temple as the heart of the village
in a country where, for centuries past, Buddhism has been a defining aspect of the culture and the
way of life, and where community, compassion, and faith work together effectively for peace and
harmony. Wong Metta’s faith- and community-based approach allows members to manifest the
Buddhist ideals of mutual care and loving-kindness in a very concrete way by allowing their collective
savings to be transformed into financial assistance for those in need within the community. “When
we save with the bank, the money goes elsewhere. If we save with the credit union, the money
benefits the community. Instead of getting help from outside, we are helping ourselves and our
community.”
Wong Metta Net-Work

State / Division

No of Townships

No of credit
unions

No of members

Kachin

4

16

4,481

Mandalay

2

9

2,081

Northern Shan

14

250

98,034

Southern Shan

13

74

29,215

Eastern Shan

2

4

1,614

Bago

`2

5

771

Sagaing

1

3

1,094

38

361

137,290

Total

Wong Metta Credit Union in Tan Yan Township
There were (58) credit unions in total in Tan Yan Township. Out of 58 credit unions, only (6) unions
are situated on the urban part of the township. Among them, DGRV team visited one Saving and Credit
Union that held monthly meeting in every full moon day in Tan Yan. There was (1,850) members and
(7) committee members in this credit union. Below are the processes which was observed during the
visit.
Monthly Meeting
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The credit union meeting was conducted at the monastery in every full moon day and was led by the
credit union committee. At the meeting, they operated their regular activities such as collecting saving
and loan repayment, loan disbursement, loan processing, new client acceptance, Social welfare
contribution and credit union committee meeting. The meeting started at 7:00 am and finished at
2:00 pm.
New Client acceptance
There was one counter with one committee member accepting new client. The main criterion for
membership is that one must live in the area. Each member is expected to save MMK 1,000–30,000
per month, depending on an individual’s capacity. Everyone who wanted to become the member of
the credit union can come and do the registration in this counter at the meeting. The documents such
as entrance form, his/her photo, house-hold list, and copy of registration card should be provided in
registration. There is no limitation for membership in terms of members from one household. Not
only every family member from a single household, but even a fetus still in the womb of the mother
can become a member of the credit union. Membership fee is MMK 2000 per member.
Processing and recording Saving
There was (21) saving counters and three volunteers was assigned in one counter. Each counter
manages the activities of 100 members such as saving deposit, saving withdrawal, data entry to
individual member passbook and saving ledger, summarize saving account and cash account. Each
counter handed the total amount collected to the saving counter head. Counter head summarized all
saving and cash accounts, and then total collected amount was handed to the committee. All the
passbooks of withdrawal members are transferred to new client acceptance counter to replace
members’ number.
Saving policy is “The members can save from minimum MMK 1,000 up to maximum amount that they
can effort. The member can withdrawal their saving in every monthly meeting. The volunteers add
saving interest to the member’s passbook. But the member can withdraw their saving interest on year
end.”
Processing Loan Applications
There was one counter with two committees in loan processing. According to the rules and
regulations, only those who are in the age of 18 and above are eligible to apply for loans. In cases
where there is more than one member in a household, no member can apply for a new loan if there
is an outstanding loan in the same household. This is to prevent households from incurring too much
debt. Loan application forms were filled out by every loan applicant with the information such as
applicant’s name, photo, NRC number, saving amount, amount of loan, purpose, place, applicant’s
signature and name, saving amount and signature of (2) guarantors. In the application form, the
applicant signed for the agreement that to make regular payback and two guarantors signed for the
guaranty.
The applicant can apply for a loan equal to 3 times of his/her saving amount. If the borrower wants to
apply for more, he/she will need to submit ownership documents. The two members of the committee
check the application and enter it into the application register. The counter’s in charge person
organizes all applications, ownership documents, member passbook of the applicants, application
register and submitted to the credit committee for loan appraisal.
Loan Approval and loan disbursement
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The loan approval committee appraises loan applications submitted from the loan processing counter.
Various criteria are taken into consideration: the amounts available, the credit-worthiness of the
borrower, how long and how much the borrower has saved, their family background, and how long
they have lived in the area. The approval committee checks whether applied loan amount is more
than three times of savings or not. If the applied loan amount is more than three times of saving, they
check ownership documents. In addition to the loan application form, the purpose of loan, loan term
and repayment situation are thoroughly reviewed. The priorities for lending are set according to the
borrower’s needs. The first consideration goes to those who need money for medical treatment. Then
the consideration goes to loans for physical necessities, such as food and shelter. This is followed by
those for children’s educational needs, and finally for capital investment for small businesses. One
strict rule is applied for all borrowings—it cannot be lent to someone providing loan shark services.
The approval committee then adds the loan disbursement date, amount and business into the
member passbook. The process of lending is highly ritualistic, beginning with borrowers observing the
Five Precepts and chanting led by the committee members. Borrowers swear an oath to profess the
true reason for the loan and their sincere intention of paying back.
Repayment (Principle and Interest) Collection
The interest rate is 2 % on loan. Repayment is planned in accordance with the borrower’s capacity.
This consists of monthly instalments plus interest. Loan terms are ranging from 10 months to one-year
duration. Each volunteer receives repayment from the members and adds their member passbooks
to the loan ledger.
The loan ledger contains opening loan outstanding, repayment of principle, closing loan outstanding
and interest payment. The volunteers at the loan processing counter have to send disbursed loan
amounts and repayment schedules of the approved members to the loan counter where it gets added
to the members list. The person in charge of the loan counter handed total collection to the cashier
of the committee.
Beneficiary Welfare Program
Beneficiary welfare program in credit union supported to the members for social welfare such as
childbirth, death, old-age, health and emergency case. In every case, the member can receive MMK
50,000. The beneficiary member had to submit the documents to the committee. The committee
checked and approved the welfare benefits. Then, the committee member registered the approved
benefits to the beneficiary welfare register. In addition, the credit union donated to the monastery
from welfare fund.
The Credit Union Committee Meeting
The committee cashier closes the cash book and reports about the financial situation in the credit
committee meeting. Then the 7 committee members and all volunteers from the counters meet. The
person in charge of each counter discussed the difficulties and issues of the respective counters to the
committee. All the committee members discuss the problems and finally the chairperson makes the
decision.

Heng Metta
Heng Metta is the communal store, which sells construction materials, agriculture inputs, small
farming machines, communication supplies from Telenor, stationery and all kind of constructional
paints. The communal store, situated in Tan Yan township, was started in 2015. It was founded with
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shares of 58 saving and credit unions and led by the Tan Yan Township network. The working
committee was formed with 2or 3 committee members of each credit union. There is one managing
director and 2 staffs and more than 10 workers. The profit allocation system attributes 25% to capital
growth, 5% to donation to the monastery and 70% is the dividend for the credit unions.

Organization
Wong Metta Credit
Unions

Members
- Min 100 to Max 2,000
members in each credit
union
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Legal Form

Services

(20) Microfinances
(441) informal
groups

- Saving and
Credits
- Education
- Heng Metta
Cooperatives
stores

